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The NASA CSFC Landsat-D Proj.nct is developing a Data Management System (DMS) to
provide a variety of standard image products from the thematic mapper (TM) and
+multispectral scanner (MSS) instruments. The major digital image processing
functions to be performed by the D!!S include: screening imagery for quality.
determining cloud cover, applying radiometric corrections, computing sets of
geometric corrections corresponding to different map projections, and applying a
set of geometric corrections (including resampling the data using either cubic
convolution or nearest neighbor techniques and presenting the data in either a
space oblique mercator, universal transverse mercator, or polar stereographic
projection) .
The DMS will generate partially processed TM data (radiometric corrections
applied and geometric correction matrices appended) which are recorded on high
density tapes (®T-AT). Selected scenes from EDT-ATs will be geometrically
corrected and these fully processed scenes will be recorded on SW-PT. User
requested scenes from RDT-ATs and RDT--PTs will be recorded on computer
compatible tapes (CCT). A CCT is a nine-track magnetic tape recorded in 1600
bite per inch (bpi) or 6250 bpi format.
This specification establish" the requirasents for the format of the Landeat-D











allocated requirements from the GSFC specification for the Landsat-D System,
GSFC-430-D-100.
This docume , .0 is part of the Landsat-D Data Format Control Book. It is one of
several appendices to Volume VI which describe the format of Landsat-D and
Landsat-D Prix products.
The CCT format specified here was based on recommendations in the "LGSOWG CCT
Format CCB Document: The S::andard CCT Family of Tape Formats." This standard
was developed by the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRs) for NASA GSFC. The
objective of this standard is to allow data from various remote sensing sources
to be usable for a given ap plication. Section 4 describes the superstructure
concepts used in this document. Note that, except for the necessary reformatting
and a,*.-lition of the LGSOWG recommended superstructure, the data on the CCT-AT
and CCT-PT is identifical in structure and content to that contained on the
respective source HDT.
1.2 PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to c'efine the format of CCTs which contain
Landsat-D and D Prime TM image data. This document provides a complete
specification of the CCT-AT aad CCT-PT data format and should be followed in
utiliziui and interpreting the format of these tapes.
1.3 APPLICABILITY
This document applies to all Landsat-D and D Prime TM CCTs recorded by the DMS.
ORIGINAL PAt:, JZ






2.2 GENERAL ELECTRTZ COMPANY DOCUMENTS
a. GES 10034
Data Format Control Book, Volume VI. Appendix B
b. GES 10033
Data Format Control books Volume VI„ Appendix A
2.3 OTHER
a. ANSI 33.39-1973
Recorded Maguetic Tape for Information Interchange
(1600 CPI. PE )
b. CCB-CCT-0002-C
LGSOWG CCT Format CCB IDocumenu











Nine-t,•rck tapes of either 1600 bpi phase encoded or 6250 bpi group encoded will
be used for CCT generation.
A scene from the HDT-AT or HDT-PT shall be recorded on CCT by quadrants. A
scene shall be divided into four quadrants such that quadrant 1 contains the
upper right quarter of the scene, quadrant 2 contains the upper left quarter,
quadrant 3 contains the lower left quarter and quadrant 4 contains the lower
right quarter of the scene. One logical volume of CCT represents one quadrant of
a scene in all bands. The scene quadrant shall be in either BIL or BSQ format.
Figures 3.2--5 through 3.2-8 illustrate how the BIL and BSQ formatted data is to
be distributed on the three tapes.
Three 1600 bpi tapes are required to record one scene quadrant. One 6250 bpi
tape is sufficient to record one scene quadrant in either BIL or BSQ format.
3.2 LOGICAL VOLUME FORMAT
A logical volume, consisting of three 1600 bpi tapes or one 6250 bpi tape, shall
contain header, ancillary, annotatica, imsge data and trailer information for a
scene quadrants. All data in a logical volume shall be organised in files. Each
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This file shall contain ull the information pertinent to the logical_volume as a
whole, such as data source identification, physical volume identification ana a
brief description of all the remaining files in the volume. This file shall
appear at the beginning and end of every logical volume. If the logical volume
consists of nree 1600 bpi tapes, a copy of the volume directory shall appear at
the beginning of every tape with the appropriate fields updated to indicate the
new tape identification.
3.2.2 HEADER FILE
This file shall contain scene identification, quality data and annotation data
for a complete scene. A CCT-AT header file will also include ancillary data for
geometric correction of the scene. One header file shall exist for a CCT-AT
logical volume. The CCT-PT logical volume shall contain a header file for each
band of the scene.
3.2.3 IMAGE FILE
For the BSQ format, the image data for the scene quadrant shall be in seven
separate files. Each file shall contain an image quadrant in a particular band.
For the BIL format, the entire image data shall be contained in one file.
3.2.4 TRAILER FILE
This file shall contain trailer data for a scene. A CCT-AT logical volume shall
contain one trailer file which will contain quality data for the entire interval
from which the particular scene was extracted. The CCT-PT logical volume shall









Figure 3.2-1 illustrates a CCT-AT logicalvolume in BSQ format on a 6250 bpi
tape. Figure 3.2-2 illustrates a CCT-AT logi&l volume in BIL format on a 6250
bpi tape. Figure 3.2-3 illustrates a CCT-PT logical volume in BSQ format on a
6250 bpi tape. Figure 3.2-4 illustrates a CCT-PT logical volume in BIL format
on a 6250 bpi tape. Figures 3.2-5, 3.2-6, 3.2-7 and 3.2-8 illustrate the logical
volume formats on 1600 bpi tapes, respectively.
When a logical volume requires more than one physical volume, the transition
between tapes shall be established as follows:
a. If the imagery is in BSQ format, the split between volumes shall occur
on file boundaries.
b. If the imagery is in BIL format, the split between volumes shall occur
on record boundaries.
Figure 3.2-9 illustrates these two cases. When the break is between
files, the last file before the break shall be followed Ly two EOFs
and the next tape shall start with a repeated volume directory. When
the break is within a file, the last record before the break shall be
followed by two EOFs and the next tape shall start with a repeated
volume directory. The directory shall be followed by an EOF and the
next record in the file shall be re-orded.
3.3 RECORDED DATA FORMATS
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HEADER FOR BAND 1
IMAGE DATA BAND 1
TRAILER SAND 1
HEADER FOR SAND 2
IMAGE DATA FOR BAND 2




HEADER FOR BAND 7
IMAGE DATA FOR BAND 7
TRAILER DATA FOR BAND 7
NULL VOLUME DIRECTORY
BLAn TAPE










HEADER FOR BAND 1
HEADER FOR BAND 2








TRAILER FOR BAND I
TRAILER FOR BAND 2
•
1
TRAILER FOR BAND 7
NULL VOLUME DIRECTORY
BLANK TAPE
Figure 3.2-4. CCT-PT Scene Quadrant in BIL Format on 6250 bpi Tape
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Figure 3.2-9. Illustration of the Two Types of Transitions
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The alphanumeric data specified in this document shall be represented in one of
the following formats;
a. ASCII
b. Single precision integer (16-bit. 2's complement)
C.
	
Double precision integer (32-bit. 2's complement)
d.	 Single precision floating point (32-bit).
The data formats are compatible with DEC VAX 11/780 -1ata representation. The




One +seven-bit ASCII character per byte (eight bits). The ASCII character
occupies the low order seven bits (bits 0-6).
3.3.1.2 Single Precision Integer (Integer*2)
15	 0
15 BITS	 2'S COMPLEMENT
The integers are in two's complement fora with bits increasing in significance
from 0 through 14 and with bit 15 designating the sign (0 1 The
value of the integer is in the range -32,768 through 32,767.
3.3.1.3 Double Precision Inte er (Integer*4)
31	 0
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Tbt integers are in two's complement fora with the tits increasing in
significance from 0 through 30 and with bit 31 designating the sign. The value
of tt-_ integer is in the rauge -2147483648 to +2147483647.




32 BITS I I	 I FRACTION
LOW-ORDER FRACTIO14
1
♦ single precision floating number is stored in four bytes. Th y, fors oat a
single precision floating rtr-iber is sign magnitude, with bit 15 thx sit-1 pit,
bits 14 to 7 an excess 128 binary exponent, and bits f to 0 and 31 to 16 a
normalised 24-bit fraction with the redundant moot significant fraction bit not
represented. The magnitude of a number lies in the range .29*(10**-38) through
1.7*(10**38), The precision i% typically seven decimal digits.
3.3.2 REOORD
A record is a collection of related data itas and is treated as a logical unit.
Ra,h record shall include a 12-byte introduction which includes three fields:
a. Record number - this four-byte field shall contain the position of the
record within a file
b. Record type - this four-byte field shr.11 contain a record type code













C. Record length - this four-byte field shall contain the record length
in bytes.
Each record is fjilowed by an end of record gap (same as interblock gap). The
gap is nominally .6 inches for 1600 bpi tapes and nominally .3 inches for 6250
bpi tapes.
3.3.3 FILES
A file is a collection of several records. The first record in every file shall
be the file descriptor record. The first part of this record shall provide
general information on how to read this file. The later part of the record is
called the variable segment and shall point to key data elements in the file.
Each file is followed by an and of file (EOF) mark (same as tape murk).
3.3.4 TAPE MARKS
The fallowing paragraphs identify the physical tape marks and interblock gaps
and relate then to the logical records and files. Figure 3.3.4-1 illustrates
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3.3.4.1 Beginning and End of Tape Markers
The beginning of tape (BOT) and end of tape (EOT) markers are small pieces of
reflective tape located on the non-recording side of tape at least ten feet from
the beginning and 14 feet from the end of each reel of CCT. The BOT and EOT
markers are reference positions defining the permissable recording area of the
CCT.
3.3.4.2 Identification Burst and Initial Gak
The identification burst will begin at least 1.7 inches before the trailing edge
of the BOT marker and extend to no closer than 0.5 inches from the first data
block. The format is discussed in Figure 3.1-3. An initial gap (three inches
minimum, 25 feet maximum) separates the BOT marker from the first data block.
3.3.4.3 Interblock Gaps
A standard interblock gap (IBG) is nominally 0.6 inch for 1600 bpi tapes and .3
inch for 6250 tapes in length. A tape mark IBG (TM IBG) is nominally 3.6 inches
In length. Adjacent data blocks are separated by a standard IBG, or by a tape
bark preceded by a TM IBG and followed by a standard IBG.
3.3.4.4 Tape Mark End of File
Tape marks separate files. Detailed explanation of tape mark format is found in
Figure 3.3.4-1. Each tape mark is preceded by a 3.6 inch (nominal) tape mark
IBG, and followed by a 0.6 inch (nominal) standard IBG.
3.3.4.5 End of Volume
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case when a file continues over more than one physical volume. the !tiro ROY narks
shall follow the lsst.record of the file on the current physical volume. The end
of a logical volume is indicated by three consecutive ROY narks.
3.4 Relationship Between MDT Major Frames and CCT Records
The data from MDT major frames is reorganised into Was and records on the CCT.
Figures 3.4-1 and 3.4-2 describe the relationship between EDT-AT major frames
and CCT-AT files for header and image data. The trailer data major frame of the
MDT-AT is translated directly into the trailer record of the trailer file. The
Imagery is recorded on the EDT-AT on an interval basis. An interval contains
Image and MAAT data for several scenes. The CCT-AT shall contain image data on
a scene quadrant basis. and header, annotation and ancillary data on a scene
basis. In addition. the CCT-AT shall include summary data from the EDT-AT
Interval header and interval trailer for the entire interval from which the
scene was extracted. Figures 3.4-3 and 3.4-4 describe the relationship between
EDT-PT major frames and CCT-PT files.
3.5 CCT-AT FILE DESCRIPTIONS
The following paragraphs describe all the files in the CCT-AT logical volum'.
3.5.1 VOLUME DIRECTORY FILE
The volume directory shall consist of two types of records: volume descriptor
records and file pointer records. The volume descriptor record shall appear at
the beginning and and of a logical volume. When the record appears at the and
the logical volume, it will be called null volume descriptor. The format for
GES 10490
3-18
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the volume descriptor shall be as described in Table 3.5.1-1. A.-file pointer
record shall exist for every file in the logical volume. Its format shall be as
described in Table 3.5.1-2. The file pointer records do not appear at the end
of the logical volume. When the logical volume consists of three physical
tapes, a copy of the volume directory file including the file pointer records
shall appear on each tape.
3.5.2 HEADER FILE
The header file shall contain the data belonging to the interval header, scene
header, ancillary and annotation rajor frames of the HDT-AT. The file shall
consist of 12 types of records:
a. File descriptor record - this record shall consist of a 180-byte fixed
segment and a variable segment. The format for the fixed segment is
described in Table 3.5.2-1. The format for the variable segment is
described in Table 3.5.2-2.
b. Interval-related information record - this record shall contain all
the information recorded by intervals on the HDT-AT, that is: interval
definition, telemetry all-many data and quality data pertinent to the
entire interval. The source of this data shall be the interval header
major frames HDT-AT. The format for this data is described in Table
3.5.2-3.
C. TM housekeeping data records - one record exists per PCD telemetry
major frame (16.384 seconds). The PCD telemetry major frame start
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Table 3.5.1-1. CCT-AT Volume Descriptor Record
(Sheet 1 of 4)
BYTE ^♦ DESCRIPTION
1-4 N RECORD NUMBER, ALWAYS 1
5 N 1ST RECORD SUBTYPE CODE, ALWAYS
3008	VOLUME DIRECTORY
6 N RECORD TYPE CODE, ALWAYS
3008 a SUPERSTRUCTURE
7 N 2ND RECORD SUBTYPE CODE 0778 1F NULL VOLUME
DESCRIPTOR, OTHERWISE 0228
8 3RD RECORD SUBTYPE CODE, ALWAYS 0228
9-12 N LENGTH OF THIS RECORD, ALWAYS 360
13-14 A ASCII/EBCDIC FLAG, ALWAYS O-ASCII
15-16 BLANK
17-28 A SUPERSTRUCTURE FORMAT CONTROL DOCUMENT
NUMBER, ALWAYS CCB-CCT-0002
29-30 A REVISION NUMBER OF THE ABOVE DOCUMENT
31-32 A REVISION LETTER OF THIS SUPERSTRUCTURE RECORD
FORMATS.	 INITIALLY CODED 16A, THIS CODE UPDATES
ONE LETTER CHARACTER, ALPHABETICALLY, EACH TIME
THERE IS A CHANGE TO THE FORMAT OF A SUPER-
STRUCTURE RECORD (AS OPPOSED TO A CHANGE TO THE
CONTROL DOCUMENT WHICH MAY NOT HAVE BEEN A
CHANGE IN ACTUAL RECORD FORMAT). 	 THE 26TH
REVISION IS CODED AA, THE' 27TH AB, THE 28TH
AC, AND SO ON.
33-44 A SOFTWARE RELEASE NUMBER.	 THE SOFTWARE REFERRED
TO HERE IS THAT USED TO WRITE THIS LOGICAL
VOLUME.
	
THE CODE IS ALPHANUMERIC, LEFT-
JUSTIFIED CODE ASSIGNED BY THE PRODUCING
FACILITY.	 IT IS UPDATED FOR EACH MODIFII.ATION.
• A •
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Table 3.5.1-1. CCT-AT Volume Descriptor Record
(Sheet 2 of 4)
BYTE	 TYPE DESCRIPTION
45-60**	 A ID FOR PHYSICAL VOLUME CONTAINING THIS VOLUME
DESCRIPTOR ( TAPEID).	 THIS IS THE SAME CODE
THAT IS WRITTEN EXTERNALLY ON THE PHYSICAL
VOLUME.	 WHEN A LOGICAL VOLUME SPANS PHYSICAL
VOLUMES, THE CODE IS UPDATED FOR THE CONTINUATION
PHYSICAL VOLUMES.
61-76* 	A LOGICAL VOLUME ID - TAPE ID OF THE FIRST TAPE OF
THE LOGICAL VOLUME
77-92
	 A VOLUME SET IA ALWAYS BLANK
93-94	 N NUMBER OF PHYSICAL VOLUMES IN THE SE% 	 1 FOR
6250 BPI TAPE, - 3 FOR 1600 BPI TAPES.
95-96	 N PHYSICAL VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER OF THE FIRST
TAPE WITHIN THE LOGICAL VOLUME, -1.
97-98	 N PHYSICAL VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER OF THE LAST TAPE
WITHIN THE LOGICAL VOL'IME,-3FOR 1600 BPI TAPES;
=1	 FOR 6250 LPI
99-100**	 N PHYSICAL VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER OF THE CURRENT
TAPE,-1,2 or 3
101-104**
	N THIS FIELD GIVES THE FILE NUMBER WITHIN THE
LOGICAL VOLUME OF THE FIRST FILE WHICH FOLLOWS
THIS VOLUME DIRECTORY.	 THIS CAN BE LARGER THAN
ONE (THE NUMBER OF THE FIRST DATA FILE OF A
LOGICAL VOLUME) WHEN A LOGICAL VOLUME SPANS
MUTIPLE PHYSICAL VOLUMES.	 VOLUME DIRECTORY
FILES ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE FILE SEQUENCE
NUMBER COUNT.
105-108	 N LOGICAL VOLUME NUMBER WITHIN VOLUME SET ALWAYS 1
109-112**
	N LOGICAL VOLUME NUMBER WITHIN PHYSICAL VOLUME,
ALWAYS 1
113-120*
	A LOGICAL VOLUME CREATION DATE.	 THE CODE IS OF
THE FORM YYYYMMDD
121-128*
	A LOGICAL VOLUME CREATION TIME.
	 THE CODE IS OF .
THE FORM HHMMSSXX WHERE XX IS HUNDREDTHS OF
SECONDS.
*	 UNDEFINED IN NULL VOLUME DESCRIPTOR
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DESCRIPTION
LOGICAL VOLUME GENERATING COUNTRY,'WAYS
a U.S.A.
LOGICAL VOLUME GENERATING AGENCY, ALWAYS
In NASAGSFC
LOGICAL VOLUME GENERATING FACILITY - TIPS%l
OR TIPS$2
NUMBER OF POINTER RECORDS IN VOLUME DIRECTORY
Is 9 FOR BSQ FORMAT, w 3 FOR BIL FORMAT
NUMBER OF RECORDS IN VOLUME DIRECTORY
10 FOR BSQ FORMAT, ` 4 FOR BIL FORMAT.
VOLUME DESCRIPTOR SPARE SEGMENT, ALWAYS BLANK
RDT—A TAPE IDENTIFICATION DATA
HDT—A TAPE REEL IDENTIFICATION CONTAINS 16 BYTES
OF TAPE ID IN THE FORMAT LNTHAYYDDDXXTd161b16
'L' . LANDSAT MISSION DESIGNATOR
N - MISSION NUMBER
4 FOR LANDSAP—D
S FOR LANDSAT—D'
0 FOR BOTH LANDSAT D AND D'
'T' - TM SENSOR
'HA' - TAPE TYPE (HDT—AT)
YY Is YEAR LAST 2 DIGITS (00-99)
DDD Is DAY OF YEAR ON WHICH THE ORIGINAL
HDT—AT WAS GENERATED (001-366)
XX Is UNIQUE TAPE ID FOR EACH HDT—AT GENERATED
ON DAY DDD (1-99)
BLANK
SOURCE OF HDT—AT PRODUCTION EITHER CONTAINS
THE CHARACTER STRING TIPO1161d OR ADDS1d16 0
ORiIPSf20% OF I kS1616>61d
HDDR IDENTIFICATION RECORDER ON WHICH ''M
ORIGINAL HDT—AT WAS GENERATED 0-99
SOFTWARE VERSION NUMY.:R OF THE SOFTWARE WHICH
CREATED THE HDT—AT
ZERO FILL








Table 3.5.1-1. CCT-AT Volume Descriptor Record
(Sheet 4 of 4)
IMAGERY IDENTIFICATION WITHIN THE LOGICAL VOLUME
309-?20	 A SCENE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER - EACH'SCENE HAS A
UNIQUE IDENTIFIER WHICH WILL CONTAIN ENCODED
INFORMATION CONTAINING PRIMARILY OF TIME OF
ACQUISITION (UNIVERSAL TIME) RELATIVE TO LAUNCH.
ITS FORMAT IS E-NDDDD-HHMMS-%, AND IS INTERPRETED
AS FOLLOWS:
E - ENCODED PROJECT IDENTIFIER
N - LANDSAT MISSION NUMBER
DDDD - DAY NUMBER RELATIVE TO LAUNCH, AT TIME
OF OBSERVATION
HE a HOUR AT TIME OF OBSERVATION
MM - MINUTE AT TIME OF OBSERVATION
S - TENS OF SECONDS
321-324	 N QUADRANT NUMBER OF THE SCENE
1,2,3 OR 4









OF ppo^	 Teble 3.5.1-2. CCT-AT File Pointer Recor4
(Sheet 1 of 2)
BYTE TYPE DESCRIPTION
1-4 N RECORD NUMBER, ALWAYS - 2
S N 1ST RECORD SUBTYPE CODE - 3338 pointer
6 N RECORD TYPE CODE, ALWAYS - 3008 SUPER-
STRUCTURE
7 N 2ND RECORD SUBTYPE CODE - 022 8 (DEFAULT)
8 N 3RD RECORD SUBTYPE CODE - 022 8 (DEFAULT)
9-12 N LENGTH OF THIS RECORD, ALWAYS - 360
13-14 A ASCII /EBCDIC FLAG FOR THE REFERENCED FILE,
ALWAYS - A$ FOR ASCII
15-16 BLANK
15-20 N REFERENCED FILE NUMBER - 1 TO 9 FOR BSQ,
- 1 TO 3 FOR 31L
21-36 A REFERENCED FILE NAME, ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
HEADER ;OR D4AGERY$N WHERE N - 1 FOR BIL FORMAT
N - 1 TO 7 FOR BSQ
FORMAT; OR
TRAILER
37-64 A REFERENCED FILE CLASS, ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
LEADER, IMAGERY, TRAILER
65-68 A REFERENCED FILE CLASS CODE
LEAD FOR LEADER, IMGY FOR IMAGERY AND TRAL FOR
TRAILER
69-96 A REFERENCED FILE DATA TYPE, ALWAYS -
MIXE DiB INAROAND$AS CI I
97-100 A REFERENCED FILE DATA TYPE CODE, ALWAYS - MBAA
101-108 N NUMBER OF RECORDS IN REFERENCED FILE
- 13 OR 14 FOR HEADER FILE
- UPTO 2865 FOR IMAGE FILE IN BSQ FORMAT
- UPTO 20049 FOR IMAGE FILE IN BIL FORMAT





Table 3.5.1-2. CCT-AT File Pointer Record
(Sheet 2 of 2)
BYTE	 TYPE	 DESCRIPTION
	
109-116	 N	 REFERENCE FILE FIRST RECORD LENGTH
- 540 FOR HEADER FILE
- 3600 FOR IMAGERY FILF
. 540 FOR TRAILER FILE
	
- 117-124	 N	 REFERENCED FILE MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH
13140 FOR HEADER FILE
- 3600 FOR IMAGE-KY FILE










	 21 October 1961
T4b1e 3.5.2-1. Faxed Segment of the File De ►criptor Record
(Sheet I of 2)
BYTE TYPE♦ DESCRIPTION
1-4 N RECORD NUMBER, ALWAYS	 1	 =
5 N FIRST RECORD SUBTYPE CODE, ALWAYS	 077a
• FILE DESCRIPTOR
6 N RECORD TYPE CODE, ALWAYS - 300 8	SUPER-
STRUCTURE
7 N 2ND RECORD SUBTYPE CODE, ALWAYS a 0228
8 N 3RD RECORD SUBTYPE CODE, ALWAYS . 0228
9-12 s LENGTH OF THIS RECORD (IN BYTES)
13-14 A ASCII/EBCDIC FLAG, ALWAYS	 0 FOR ASCII
15-16 BLANK
17-28 A SUPERSTRUCTURE FORMAT CONTROL DOCUMENT
NUMBER, ALWAYS CCB -CCT-0002
29-30 A REVISION NUMBER OF THE ABOVE DOCUMENT
31-32 A REVISION LETTER OF THIS SUPERSTRUCTURE RECORD
FORMATS.
	
INITIALLY CODED 9A, THIS CODE UPDATES
ONE LETTER CHARACTER, ALPHABETICALLY, EACH TIME
THERE IS A CHANGE TO THE FORMAT OF A SUPER-
STRUCTURE RECORD ( AS OPPOSED TO A CHANGE TO
THE CONTROL DOCUMENT WHICH MAY NOT HAVE BEEN A
CHANGE IN ACTUAL RECORD FORMAT).	 THE 26TH
REVISION IS CODED AA, THE 27TH AB, THE 28TH AC,
AND SO ON.
33-44 A SOFTWARE RELEASE NUMBER. 	 THE SOFTWARE REFERRED
TO HERE IS TRAT USED TO WRITE THIS LOGICAL
VOLUMF.
	
THE CODE IS ALPHANUMERIC, LEFT-
JUSTIFIED CODE ASSIGNED BY THE PRODUCING
FACILITY.	 IT IS UPDATED FOR EACH MiODIFICATION.
45-48 v FILE NUMBER WITHIN THE LOGICAL VOLUME
49-64 A FILE NAME THE SAM AS BYTES 21-36 OF THE FILE
POINTER RECORD IN VOLUME DIRECTORY FILE.








 3.5.2-1. Fixed Segment of the File Descriptor Record
(Sheet 2 of 2)
BYTE TYPE DESCRIPTION
65-68 A RECORD SEQUENCE AND LOCATION TYPE FLAG.
THIS IS THE FLAG WHICH INDICATES WHETHER EACH
RECORD IN THE FILE HAS A SEQUENCE NUMBER, IF
THE LOCATION IS FIXED OR VARIABLE, OR IF THE
COUNT IS CYCLICAL.
_ ALWAYS - FSEQ (FOR RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER
PRESENT IN THE SAME LOCATION IN ALL RECORDS)
69-76 N SEQUENCE NUMBER LOCATION, ALWAYS - 1, INDICATING
THAT REOCRD NUMBER IS LOCATED STARTING AT 1ST
BYTE OF THE RECORD.
77-80 N SEQUENCE NUMBER FIELD LENGTH, ALWAYS - 4.
81-84 A RECORD CODE AND LOCATION TYPE FLAG, ALWA`.'S
- FTYP MEANING THAT THE RECORD TYPE COLA IS
PRESENT IN THE SAME LOCATION IN ALI. THE DATA
RECORDS OF THE FILE.
85-92 N RECORD CODE LOCATION, ALWAYS - 5, INDICATING
THAT THE RECORD TYPE APPEARS STARTING AT BYTE
5 OF EVERY RECORD IN FILE.
93-96 N RECORD CODE FIELD LENGTH, ALWAYS - 4.
97-100 A RECORD LENGTH AND LOCATION TYPE FLAG, ALWAYS
- FLGT MEANDING THAT THE RECORD LENGTH FIELD
IS PRESENT IN THE SAME LOCATION IN ALL THE
RECORDS OF THE FILE.
101-108 N RECORD LENGTH LOCATION, ALWAYS - 9.
109-112 N RECORD LENGTH FIELD LENGTH, ALWAYS - 4.
113 A FLAG INDICATING WHETHER DATA INTERPRETATION
INFORMATION IS INCLUDED IN THE FILE DESCRIPTOR
RECORD (IN THE VARIABLE SEGMENT), ALWAYS - Y
FOR YES.
114 A FLAG INDICATING WHETHER DATA INTERPRETATION
INFORMATION IS INCLUDED IN RECORDS OTHER THAN
FILE DESCRIPTOR, ALWAYS - N FOR NO.
115 A FLAG INDICATING WHETHER DATA DISPLAY INFOR-
MATION IS IN THE FILE DESCRIPTOR RECORD,
ALWAYS - Y FOR YES.
116 A FLAG INDICATING WHETHER DATA DISPLAY INFORMATION





Table.3.5.2-2. Variable Segment of the CC'r-AT Header File Descriptor Record
(Sheet I of 3)
BYTE TYPE DESCRIPTION
1-6 N NUMBER OF INTERVAL RELATED INFORMATION RECORDS,
ALWAY 4 • 1.	 ..'
7-12 N t:ECORD 'LENGTH OF THE INTERVAL RECORD,
ALWAYS - 540 BYTES
13-18 N N"..ER OF TM HOUSEKEEPING DATA RECORDS
-	 --
- 2 v.	 3.
19-24 N TM RC.USEKEEPING DATA RECORD LENGTH,
ALWK. S - 360.
25-30 N NLW,*z.A OF PROCESSED EPHEMERIS DATA RECORDS,
t'T..W,AYS - 1
31-36 N PROCESSED EPHEMERIS DATA RECORD LENGTH,
ALWAYS - 540
33-42 N NUMBER OF SCENE DEFINITION RECORDS,
JAMAYS - 1
43-48 N SCENE DEFINITION RECORD LENGTH,
ALWAYS - 540
t
49-54 N NUMBER OF SCENE QUALITY DATA RECORDS,
ALWAYS - 1
55-60 N SCENE QUALITY DATA RECORD LENGTH,
ALWAYS - 22420
61-66 N NUMBER OF GEOMETRIC MODELLING DATA RECORDS,
I ALWAYS - 1
k
67-72 N GEOMETRIC MODELLING DATA RECORD LENGTH,
ALWAYS - 720
t
73-78 N NUMBER OF SPARSE MATRICES RECORDS,
ALWAYS - 1
79-84 N SPARSE MATRICES RECORD LENGTH,
ALWAYS - 4680
85-90 N NUMBER OF GCD MIRROR SCAN START TIMES RECORDS,
ALWAYS - 1
91-96 • GCD MIRROR SCAN START TIME RECORD LENGTH,
s
ALWAYS • 3060
97-102 x NUMBER OF HIGH FREQUENCY ALONG SCAN MATRIX
RECORDS, ALWAYS - 1




Table 3.5.2-2. Variable Segment of the CCT-AT Header File Descriptor Record
fheet 2 of 3)
PYTE	 TYPE	 DESCRIPTION
1
103-108	 N	 HIGH FREQUENCY ALONG SCAN MATRIX RECORD LENGTH,
ALWAYS - 13140
109-114	 N	 NUMBER OF HIGH FREQUENCY CROSS SCAN MATRIX
RECORDS, ALWAYS - 1
115-120	 N	 HIGH FREQUENCY CROSS SCAN MATRIX RECORD
LENGTH, ALWAYS - 1314
121-126	 N	 NUMBER OF ANNOTATION RECORDS, ALWAYS - 1
127-132	 N	 ANNOTATION RECORD LENGTH, ALWAYS - 180
LOCATOR FIELDS
THE LOCATOR FIELDS POINT TO THE POSITION IN
THE FILE WHERE VARIOUS INFORMATION CAN BE
FOUND. THE LOCATOR INFORMATION IS CODED IN
16 BYTES IN ASCII AS FOLLOWS:
6 BITES - RECORD NUMBER CONTAINING THAT FIELD
6 BYTES - BYTE NUMBER OF THE FIELD WITHIN
THE RECORD
3 BYTES - LENGTH OF THE FIELD IN BYTES
1 BYTE - TYPE OF DATA CODE
A = ALPHANUMERIC, N - NUMERIC
B - BINARY
133-148	 A	 SCENE IDENTIFICATION FIELD LOCATOR,
ALWAYS - 000OOn000013012A WHERE
n;SCENE DEFINITION RECORD NUMBER
149-164	 A	 WRS IDENTIFICATION LOCATOR, ALWAYS -
000OOn000025008A WHERE n-SCENE DEFINITION
RECORD NUMBER
165-180	 A	 MISSION IDENTIFICATION FIELD LOCATOR,
ALWAYS - 000OOn000014001A WHERE n=SCENE
DEFINITION RECORD NUMBER
181-196	 A	 SENSOR IDENTIFICATION FIELD LOCATOR,
ALWAYS - 000OOn000033002A WHERE n-SCENE
DEFINITION RECORD NUMBER
197-212	 A	 SCENE CENTER DATE-TIME FIELD LOCATOR,
-	 ALWAYS - OOOOOn0000195016A WHERE n-






Table 3.5.2-2. Variable Segment of the CCT-AT Header File Descriptor Record
(Sheet 3 of 3)
BYTE	 TYPE DESCRIPTION
213-228	 A GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE FIELD LOCATOR,
-	 - ALWAYS - BLANK
229-244	 A IMAGE PROCESSING PERFORMED FIELD LOCATOR,
ALWAYS - 000OOn000228005A WHERE n-SCENE
_ DEFINITION RECORD NUMBER
245-260 IMAGERY FORMAT FIELD LOCATOR,
ALWAYS - 000OOn000226002A WHERE n-SCENE
DEFINITION RECORD NUMBER
261-276 BANDS INDICATOR FIELD LOCATOR,
ALWAYS - 000OOn000236008A WHERE n-SCENE
DEFINITION RECORD NUMBER























Table 3.5.2-3. Interval Related Information Record for CCT-AT




5-6	 S  T
7-8	 S2 S3
DESCRIPTION
RECORD NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
ALWAYS - 2
RECORD TYPE
S - 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 111
1 (INTERVAL RELATED 'DATA) 8
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 022 8 (HEADER)
S - 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 111
2 (DATA BY INTERVAL BASIS) 8
S3 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 0228 (DEFAULT)
RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)
RECORD SIZE IN BYTES
ALWAYS - 540
NUMBER OF SCENES IN THE INTERVAL (INTEGER *2)
ZERO FILL
IMAGING INTERVAL START SPACECRAFT TIME (ASCII)
YY - YEAR (00-99)
DDD - DAY OF YEAR (001-366)
HH - HOUR (00-23)
MM - MINUTE (00-59)
SS - SECOND (00-59)
TTT - MILLISECOND (000-999)
FF - SIXTEENTH OF MILLISECOND (0-15)
IMAGING INTERVAL STOP SPACECRAFT TIME (ASCII)














Table 3.5.2-3. Interval Related Information Record for CCT-AT
(Sheet 2 of S)
DATA	 DESCRIPTION
T Y	 PCD TELEMETRY INTERVAL START--
D D	
SPACECRAFT TIME
n H	 FORMAT SAME AS ABOVE
PCD TELEMETRY INTERVAL STOP
SPACECRAFT TDM
FORMAT SAME AS ABOVE
ORBIT NUMBER (INTEGER a4)
SPACECRAFT ORBIT AT THE START OF
TELEMETRY ACQUISITION
ORBITAL DIRECTION (ASCII)
FOR E	 1NG NODE
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Revision 0
QF Pwit Q	 21 October 1981
Table 3.5.2-3. Interval Related Information Record for CCT-AT
(Sheet 3 of 5)
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
125-118	 x	 INITIAL EPHEMERIS POINTS (REAL e4)
129-132	 Y	
POSITION x, Y, Z IN KM
133-136	 Z	 VELOCITY X. Y, Z IN KM/SECOND
137-140	 x	 IN EARTH CENTERED INERTIAL COORDINATES
141-144	 Y
145-148	 2
149-1S2	 ^N	 NUMBER OF RAW EPHEMERIS POINTS
INTEGER *4
153-156	 NUMBER OF REJECTED RAW EPHEMERIS
POINTS INTEGER
157-160	 AM	 ACCURACY OF EPHEMERIS FIT (REAL *4)
161-164	 AM	
RMS DIFFERENCE IN METERS BETWEEN THE
165-168	 A(Z) 	
FIT AND THE DATA POINTS. THREE VALUES
FOR ATTITUDE, ALONG TRACK POSITION





189-192	 AT	 TIME SEPARATION BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE
DRIRU DATA POINTS (P.EAL *4) - IN
SECONDS
193-196	 L^	
NUMBER OF LOW FREQUENCY ATTITUDE (DRIRU)
DATA POINTS REAL *4
197-200	 C^	 NUMBER OF REJECTED (AND SUBSTITUTED)
DRIRU DATA POINTS 4L *4
201-204	 ^N—^	 NUMBER OF MISSING DRIRU DATA POINTS
	
—.^	 REAL *4
205-208	 ^— N 	 NUMBER OF SUSPECT DRIRU DATA POINTS
*4
209-212	 R	 MEAN OF ANGULAR IN CREMENTS BETWEEN
SUCCESSIVE DRIRU DATA POINTS (REAL *4)
213-216	 P	 ROLL, PITCH, YAW R , P,Y AFTER RATE




Table 3.5.2-3. Interval Related Information Record for CCT-AT




OF P	 r	 Y
221-232 VARIANCE OF DRIRU DATA INCREMENTS
233-244 MAXIMUM DRIRU DATA INCFEMENT--
245-256 MINIMUM DRIRU DATA INCREMENT
FORMAT AND ORDER (R,P,Y) SAME AS
BYTES 209220
257-260 R TOTAL RANGE OF DRIRU DATA (REAL *4)
ROLL, PITCH, YAW	 R,P,Y	 ANGULAR RANGE
261-264 P AFTER RATE COMPENSATION IN MILLIRADIANS
265-268 Y
269-272 AT
TIME SEPARATION BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE




NUMBER OF HIGH FREQUENCY ATTITUDE (ADS)
DATA POINTS REAL *4
277-280 n	 1 NITMRFR Or RF.TFf-"rEn (AM gTTRCTT11=n)
ADS DATA POINTS (REAL *4)
281-284
I	 N	 I
NUMBER OF MISSING ADS DATA POINTS
REAL *4
285-288 NUMBER OF SUSPECT ADS DATA POINTS
L.^ REAL *4
289-292 R MEAN OF ANGULAR INCREMENTS BETWF r N
293-296 SUCCESSIVE DATA POINTS (REAL *4i
! ROLL, PITCH, YAW (R,P,Y) AFTER RATE
297-300 Y COMPENSATION IN MILLIRADIANS
301-312 VARIANCE OF ADS DATA INCREMENTS
313-324 MAXIMUM ADS DATA INCREMENT
325-336 MINIMUM ADS DATA INCREMENT
FORMAT AND ORDER (R,P,YT SAME AS
BYTES 209-220
337-340 R TOTAL RANGE OF ADS DATA (REAL *4)
341-344 P ROLL, PITCH, YAW, (R,P,Y) ANGULAR RANCE
345-348 Y AFTER RATE COMPENSATION IN MILLRADIANS
349-352	 0 T	 I=
SEPARATION BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE PROCESSED





Table 3.5.2-3. Interval Related Information Record for CCT-AT





LAMER OF PROCESSED ATTITUDE
DATA POINTS (REAL *4)
	
357-;60	 t N	 NUMBER OF REJECTED (AND SUBSTITUTED)
PROCESSED DATA POINTS REAL *4
	
_ 361-364	 NUMBER OF 'MISSING PROCESSED DATA
L---J	 POINTS RE',AL *4
	365-368	 ^J	 NUMBER OF SUSPECT PROCESSED DATA
POINTS XAL *4
w
369-372 R	 MEAN OF ANGULAR INCREMENTS BETWEEN
373-376 p	 SUCCESSIVE DATA POINTS	 REAL *4




381-392 VARIANCE OF PROCESSED DATA INCREMENTS
393-404 MAXIMUM PROCESSED DATA INCREMENT







417-420 R	 TOTAL RANGE OF PROCESSED DATA (REAL *4)
421-424 p	 ROLL, PITCH, YAW	 R,P,Y	 ANGULAR
RANGE AFTER RATE COMPENSATION IN
425-428 Y	 MILLIRADIANS









telemetry records are required to cover the duration of a scenes worth
of image date. The exact number of records (2 or 3) depends upon how
well the PCD major frame start times coincide with the image scan
start times. The record format is described in Table 3.5.2-4.
d. Processed ephemeris data records - one record per 2.048 seconds
exists. Space is reserved for 15 records (15 x 2.048 - 30.72 seconds)
which is sufficient to cover a scene (23.92 seconds). The format for
this record shall be as described in Table 3.5.2-5.
e. Scene definition record - this record shall contain data extracted
from the scene reader major frame of the EDT-AT. The format fGr this
rtr^rd is specified in Table 3.5.2-6.
f. Scene quality data This record shall contain indicators
corresponding to the quality of image data, radiometric and geometric
correction, control points and processed GCD. The record format is
specified in Table 3.5.2-7.
S. Geometric modeling data - this data shall be extracted ;:^m the
ancillary major frames of the HDT-AT. The data shall be oo a scene
basis. The format of this record is specified in Table 3.5.2-8.
h. Sparse matrices - this record contains two benchmark matrices and
several vectored data of the ancillary GCD corresponding to a scene.
The record format is specified in Table 3.5.2-9.
1. GCD mirror scan start time - mirror scan start time of the scene
relative to PCD talmo try start time shall be provided in this record.




















Table 3.5.2-4.	 TI'^>douaekespinQ Data Records
(Sheet ?l-of 5),
DESCRIPTION
RECORD NUMBER (INTLCER "4)
ALWAYS -3OR4OR5
RECORD TYPE
S l 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS a 1778
(TM HOUSEKEEPING DATA)
T RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 0228
(HEADER)
S 2 a 2ND SUBTYPE ALWAYS 222 8 (DATA BY SCEd-
S 3 a 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS 0298
	BASIS)
RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)
RECORD SIZE IN BYTES
ALWAYS - 360
OBSERVATION TIME (REAL *8)
SPACECRAFT TIME RELATIVE TO PCD
TELEMETRY START TIME
PROCESSED TM HOUSEKEEPING DATA
INSTRUMENT TEMPERATURES MREAL *4)
SPACE RESERVED FOR 22 DATA ITEMS
SIZE 22x4 - 88 BYTES /2ECORDS
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
BLACKBODY TEMP (1S-59)* (oC)
SILICON FPA TLW ( 1S-60) (oC)
CALIBRATION SHUTTER FLAG TEMP ( IS-61)
(0C)
BACKUP SHUTTER TEMP ( IS-62) (oC)
BAFFLE TEMP (IS-69) (oC)
COLD STAGE FPA MONITOR TEMP (IS-70)
(OK)
COLD STAGE FPA CONTROL TEMP ( IS-67)
(OK)
CAL LAMPS FILTER TEMP (IS-95) (oC)
SLC TEMP (IS-94) (*C)
CAL SHUTTER HUB TEMP ( IS-86) (oC)





Table 3.5.2-4. CCT-AT TM Housekeepiar Dsta Records 	 21 October 1981
(Sheet 2 of 5)
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
THERMAL BAND POST AMP TEMP (IS-75) (oC)
RELAY OPTICS TES (IS-73) f00
COLD PREAMP TEMP (IS-72) (oC)
ODD AMBIENT PREAMP TEMP (IS-71) (oC)
PRIMARY MIRROR TEND (IS-79) (*C)
PRIMARY MIRROR MASK TEMP (IS-a0) (oC)
SECONDARY MIRROR T AF (IS -81) (oC)
SgOONDARY MIRROR MASK TEMP ( I5-82)
( C)
TELESCOPE HOUSING TEMP (IS-84) (oC)





PROCESS Tm HOUSrKEEPING BATA
BIT BIT	 SERIAL WORDS (BINARY)
Z	 SPACE RESERVED FOR 10 SERIAL
B4T BJT	 WORDS. EACH BIT OF EVERY SERIAL
E^T BT
	
WORD IS REPRESENTED BY ONE ASCII
CHARACTER SIZE - 10x8 - 90 BYTES
SERIAL WORD A: SIT
SPARE 0
.MERMAL SHUTDOWN ENABLED/ 1
r:SABLED
SMA +2 HEATER CONTROLLER 2
ON/OFF
SMA -Z HEATER (*FTROLLEF 3
ON/OFF
SLRIAL COMMAND RECEIVER 1 4
ON/OFF
SHUTTER FUSIBLE LINK SWITCH A 5
CLOSED/OPEN
SHUTTER FUSIBLE LINK SWITCH B 6
CLOSED/OPEN





Table 3.5.2-4. CCT-AT TM Housekeeping Data Records
	 21 October 1981
(Sheet 3 of 5)
BYTE	 DATA flESCRIPTION
SERIAL WORD B: BIT
BAND 1 ON/OFF 0
BAND 2 ON/OFF 1
BAND 3 ON/OFF 2
ORIGINAL PAGE iQ BAND 4 ON/OFF 3
OF POOR QUALITY BAND 5 ON/OFF 4
BAND 6 ON/OFF 5
BAND 7 ON/OFF 6
COLD STAGE TELEMETRY ON/OFF 7
SERIAL WORD C:
COOLER DOOR CLOSED/OPEN	 0
COOLER DOOR POSITION OUT(;AS/ 1
NOT OUTGAS
COOLER DOOR FULL OPEN/NOT	 2
FULL OPEN
COOLER DOOR MAGNET ON/OFF	 3
COOLER DOOR MOTOR ON/OFF 	 4
COOLER DOOR FUSE LINK SWITCH A 5
CLOSED/OPEN
COOLER DOOR FUSE LINK SWITCH B 6
CLOSED/OPEN
COOLER DOOR FUSE LINK SWITCH C 7
CLOSED/OPEN
SERIAL WORD D:
CAL LAMP 1 ON/OFF	 0
CAL LAMP 2 ON/OFF	 1
CAL LAMP 3 ON /OFF	 2
CAL LAMP 1 OVERRIDE ON/OFF	 3
CAL LAMP 2 OVERRIDE ON/OFF	 4









Table 3,5.2-4. CCT-AT TM Housekeeping Data Recerda 	
Revision 0
21 October 1981
(Sheet 4 of 5)
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
SERIAL WORD E:	 BIT
INCHWORM POWER ON/OFF 	 0
LVDT ON/OFF	 1
OMINAL PAGE IS	 BLACKBODY ON/OFF	 2
OF POOR QUALITY	 BLACKBODY T2 ON/OFF 	 3
BLACKBODY T3 ON/OFF 	 4
BLACKBODY BACKUP ON/OFF	 5
SME 1 ON/OFF	 6
SME 2 ON/OFF	 7
SERIAL WORD F:
BAFFLE HEATER CONTROLLER ON/OFF	 0
EAFFLE HEATER BACKUP ON/OFF	 1
MACRODISCRETE GENERATOR A	 2
PRIMARY ON/OFF
MACRODISCRETE GENERATOR A	 3
REDUNDANT ON/OFF
MACRODISCRETE GENERATOR B	 4
PRIMARY ON/OFF
MACRODISCRETE GENERATOR B 	 5
REDUNDANT ON/OFF
MULTIPLEXER ON/OFF	 6




SCAN LINE CORRECTOR 1 ON/OFF	 0






CAL SHUTTER PHASE ERROR YES/NO	 3







BACKUP SHUTTER PHASE ERROR YES/NO 6





Table 3.5.2--4. CCT-AT TM Housekeeping Data Records 	 21 October 1981
(Sheet 5 of 5)
BYTE	 DATA DESCRIPTION
SERIAL WORD H: BIT
COLD STAGE HEATER CONTROLLER 0
ON/OFF
COLD STAGE OUTGAS HEATER 1
ENABLED/DISABLED
ORIGINAL PAGE I9 INTERMEDIATE STAGE HEATER 2
OF POOR QUALITY CONTROL ON/OFF
INTERMEDIATE STAGE HEATER 3
ENABLED/DISABLED
COLD FPA HEATER CONTROLLER 4
ON/OFF
COLD FPA T2 ON/OFF 5
COLD FPA T3 ON/OFF 6
COLD FPA TELEMETRY ON/OFF 7
SERIAL :h)RD L:
DC RESTORE NORMAL/NOT NORMAL
	
0
FRAME DC RESTORE SELECTED	 1
YES/NO
TELEMETRY SCALING ON/OFF 2
SMA +Z HEATER ENABLED/DISABLED 3
SMA -Z HEATER ENABLED/DISABLED 4
MIDSCAN PULSE BACKUP ON/OFF	 5
SME 1 SELECT SAM	 6
SPARE	 7
SPARE SERIAL WORD
189-220	 Q Q	 PROCESSED TM HOUSEKEEPING DATA
QUALITY INDICATORS (ASCII)
SPACE RESERVED FOR 32 QUALITY
INDICATORS
22 QUALITY INDICATORS FOR
INSTRUMENT TEMPERATURES
10 QUALITY INDICATORS FOR SERIAL
WORD DATA







Table 3.5.2-5. CCT-AT Processed Ephemeris Data Record
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
1-4	 ^I^ I	 RECORD NUMBER ( INTEGER 04)
5-6	 S -..-T	 RECORD TYPE
7-8	 S2 S3	91 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS • 3668
(EPHEMERIS)
T RECORD TYPE 
w
022, (HEADER)
S20 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS a 2228
(DATA BY SCENE BASIC)




9-12	 `._..^ J	 RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER e'4)
RECORD SIZE IN BYTES, ALWAYS - 540
THE FOLLOWING 32 WORDS ARE REPEATED UPTO 15 TIMES FOR 15 PROCESSED
EPHEMERIS DATA RECORDS FROM TPE HDT-A. IF LESS THAN 15 RECORDS ARE
PRESENT, THEN THE LAST 32 WDS ARE ZEROES.
1-8	 T	 OBERVATION TIME (REAL *8)
—J	 SPACECRAFT TIME RELATIVE TO THE
PCD TELEMETRY START TIM.
9-32	 X	 PROCESSED EPHEMERIS (REAL +4)
Y	 POSITION X, Y, Z IN KM









Table 3.5.2-6. 	 CCT-AT Scene Definition Record






1-4	 N	 RECORD NUMBER (INTEGER *0
5-6	 S 	 T	 RECORD TYPES • T SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 222
S2 S3	 1 (SCENE HEADER)	 8
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 022 (HEADER)
S2
 - 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 229 8
 (DATA BY SCENE
S3 - 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 0228
	BASIS)
9-12 	 RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)
RECORD LENGTH IN BYTES ALWAYS - 540
A. IMAGE IDENTIFICATION
13-14 0 N IMAGE IDENTIFICATION (ASCII)
15-16 D D UNIQUE IMAGE: IDENTIFIER OF THE FORM:
*NDDDDHHMMS WHERE
.17-18 D D V - BLANK
N - LANDSAT MISSION NUMBER
19-20 H H DDDD - DAY NUMBER, RELATIVE TO TIME OF LAUNCH,
21-22 M M AT TIME OF OBSERVATION
HH - HOUR AT THE TIME OF OBSERVATION
23-24 S MM - MINUTES AT THE TIME OF OBSERVATION
S - TENS OF SECONDS AT TIME OF OBSERVATION
25-26 M WRS DESIGNATOR (ASCII)
27-28 P P UNIQUE TERRESTRIAL IMAGE IDENTIFIER OF THE FORM:%MPPPRRR WHERE
29-30 P R 0 - BLANK
M - A (ASCENDING NODE) OR
31-32 R R D (DESCENDING NODE)
PPP - NOMINAL WRS PATH NUMBER






45-46 T M SENSOR IDENTIFICATION (ASCII) - THE SENSOR
WILL BE ALWAYS BE TM.







Table 3.5.2-6. CCT-AT Scene Definition Record
	 21 October 1981
(Sheet 2 of S)
ORIGINAL PAGr i3BYTE DATA DESCRIPTION	 OF POOP QUALITY
1N ORBIT NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
ORBIT NUMBER OF THE SPACECRAFT
57-58 D1	 D2 ACTIVE DETECTOR STATUS (ASCII)
CONTAINS DETECTOR STATUS FOR THE 100 TM





157-158 x	 x ACTIVE DETECTOR COUNT (ASCII)
THE NUMBER OF ACTIVE DETECTORS BASED ON THE
159-160 lI	 is ACTIVE DETECTOR STATUS
xx - 00-99
y1-164 6320 NOMINAL NUMBER OF PIXELS/SCAN LINE (INTEGER *4)




C.	 TIME OF EXPOSURE/WRS DESIGNATOR
SCENE START SLID (6 BYTES): 	 BYTE 1-2 - ZERO;
175-180 Sl BYTE 3-4 - MIRROR SCAN COUNTER WITHIN THE IN-
TERVAL; BYTE 5 - ZERO; BYTE 6:	 BIT 7 - SWEEP
DIRECTION; BITS 6-3-DETECTOR NUMBER; BIT 2-0-
BAND NUMBER
181-186 S2 WRS SCENE CENTER SLID - FORMAT AS ABOVE




ORIGINAL PAGE IS 21 October 1981
OF POOR QUALITY.	 Table 3.5.2-6.	 CCT-AT Scene Definition Record
(Sheet	 3 of 5)
f	 BYTE DATA DESCRIPTION
193-194 Y Y SCENE START SPACECRAFT TIME (ASCII)
D D
YY - LAST 2 DIGITS OF YEAR
DDD - DAY OF YEAR
D H HH - HOUR
MM - MINUTES
H M SS - SECONDS
M S TTT	 MILLISECONDS




209-210 Y	 Y SCENE CENTER SPACECRAFT TIME (ASCII)







225-228 L WRS DESIGNATOR IN FULLY PROCESSED IMAGE
229-232 P INTEGER *4
L - SCAN LINE NUMBER OF WRS CENTER
P - PIXEL NUMBER OF WRS CENTER
232-334  ZERO FILL
335 IMAGE DATA FORMAT (ASCII)
L__J 0 - GEOMETRICALLY UNCORRECTED
1 - GEOMETRICALLY CORRECT
336 1	 T	 1 INTERLEAVING TYPE (ASCII)
0 - BSQ
1 -BIL
337	 C	 LINE INTERLEAVING COUNT (ASCII)
0 - NON-INTERLEAVED





Table 3 . 5.2-6. CCT-AT Scene Definition Record
(Sheet 4 of 5)
I
ORIGINAL PAC- p.
BYTE DATA DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
338.
.




339 ^_ 1	 ' GEOMETRIC CORRECTION DATA PRESENT (ASCII)
0-NO
1 - YES





RADIOMETRIC DATA PRESENT (ASCII)
L 0-NO
1 - YES
342 0 RESAMPLING APPLIED (ASCII)L—
0 - NOT APPLICABLE
1 - CUBIC CONVOLUTION
2 - NEAREST NEIGHBORS
343
I
MAP PROJECTION SELECTED (CORRESPONDS
TO FIRST MAP PROJECTION IN ANCILLARY AND
ANNOTATION DATA SELECTIONS, SECOND MAP
PROJECTION IN ALWAYS SPACE OBLIQUE MERCATOR):
0 - UNIVERSAL TRAVERSE MERCATOR (UTM)
1 - POLAR STEREOGRAPHIC 	 (LPS)
344 F IMAGE DATA JUSTIFICATION (ASCII)ALWAYS - 0
	
LEFT JUSTIFIED (1)
345 C 0 LOCATION OF MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT (ASCII)L-- ALWAYS 0 - LEFT MOST BIT
346-347 N	 1 BAND INDICATOR (ASCII)
2	 3 N a NUMBER OF BANDS PER SCENE
1=7 - BAND NUMBER
4	 5 0 - BLANK
6	 7 IF A BAND OF IMAGE DATA IS ABSENT THEN
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369-372	 N	 I	 NUMBER OF PIXELS PER SCAN LINE (INTEGER *4)
373-376	 ^— N 1






r	 rq Revision 0
Table 3 . 5.2-7. CCT-AT Scdne Qaulity Data Record 21 October 1981
i	 (Sheet 1 of 10)
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
1-4	 RECORD NUMZER ( INTEGER *4)
5-6	 S1 T	 RECORD TYPE
S - 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 055 (QUALTIY DATA)
7-8	 S2 S3	 Tlm RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 02288(HEADER)
S - 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS -222 (DATA BY SCENE2 BASIS)
	
8
S 3 - 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 022 8 (DEFAULT)
9-12	
Ul	
RECORD SIZE ( INTEGER *4)
_J	 RECORD SIZE IN BYTES. ALWAYS - 12420
13-26	 Bl	 OVERALL BAND QUALITY CODE (ASCII)
B2	 TWO BYTES FOR EACH BAND, IN THE ORDER
BAND 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7
B6
B7
27-30	 L	 ZVO FIT-1ED
El IMAGE DATA QUALITY
31-32	
FE
	 DATA SOURCE (ASCII)
W - TDRSS WHITE SANDS
T - TRANSPORTABLE GROUND STATION





	S —^	 PRIMARY LINE LENGTH SOURCE (ASCII)
FOR BCD GENERATION IN PCS
I - IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH
D - DSM -LINE LENGTH
















Table 3.5.2-7. CCT-AT Scene Qaulity Data Record 21 October 1981
(Sheet `2 of 10)
OR.GiNAL PAGE IS
DATA	 DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
^N	 NUMBER OF TIME CODE SUBSTITI TTION (INTEGER *4)
DURING PAYLOAD CORRECTION DATA (PCD) PROCESSING
NUMBER OF TIME CODE SUBSTITUTIONS (INTEGER *4)
—JJ	 DURING PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS
N^	 NUMBER OF BIT SLIPS (INTEGER *4)
DURING PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS
ZERO FILL
C^	
NUMBER OF IMBEDDED LINE 1ENGTH SUBSTITUTION
INTEGER *4
IN PCD PROCESSING. TWO VALUES, ONE FOR FOREWARD
SCANS, ONE FOR REVERSE SCANS
L^J	
NUMBER OF COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH SUBSTI-
TUTION INTEGER *4
IN PCD PROCESSING. TWO VALUES, OR VOR FOREWARD
SCANS, ONE FOR REVERSE SCANS
UNPROCESSED MIRROR SCAN CORRECTION DATA (MSCD)
^—	 REAL *4T- FROM PCD PROCESSING, EIGHT VALUES
FOR BOTH FOREWARD AND REVERSE SCANS:
MAXIMUM IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH
MINIMUM IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH
MEAN IMBEDDEb LINE LENGTH
IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH RMS VARIATION
MAXIMUM COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH
MINIMUM COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH
MEAN COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH
COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH RMS VARIATION
^N	I NUMBER OF MAJOR FRAME SYNC LOSSES (INTEGER *4)
DURING PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS
NUMBER OF MINOR FRAME SYNC LOSSES (INTEGER *4)
L..—.—) DURING PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS
N^ NUMBER OF MINOR FRAME SYNC ERRORS (INTEGER *4)
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181-244	 L.^...- J	 PROCESSED MSCD ( REAL *4)
FROM PCD PROCESSING, EIGHT VALUES FOR BOTH
FOREWARD AND REVERSE CANS (UNITS ARE MILLI-
SECONDS):
MAXIMUM FIRST RALF SCAN TIME
--	 MINIMUM FIRST HALF SCAN TDM
MEAN FIRST HALF SCAN TIME
FIRST HALF SCAN TIME RMS VARIATION
MAXIMUM SECOND HALF SCAN TIME
MINIMUM SECOND RALF SCAN TIME
MEAN SECOND HALF SCAN TIME
SECOND HALF SCAN TIME RMS VARLi_TION
245-268	 ^N^	 NUMBER OF LINE LENGTH SUBSTITUTIONS (INTEGER *4)
LL -- --^J
	 BASED ON PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS. SIX VALUES,
THREE EACH FOR FOREWARD AND REVERSd SCANS;
IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH, FOREWARD SCAN
IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH, REVERSE CAN
COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH, FOREWARD SCAN
COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH, REVERSE SCAN
CURRENT LINE LENGTH, FOREWARD SCAN




LINE LENGTH DATA (REAL *4)
FROM PASS I INGEST IN TIPS. THE MAXIMUM,
MINIMUM, MEAN, AND fVMS VARIATION FOR BOTH
FOREWARD AND REVERSE SCANS WILL BE GIVEN FOR
THE FOLLOWING THREE TYPES OF LINE IZAGTH:
IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH






RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION METHOD (ASCII)
SEPEkATE VALUE FOR EACH BAND, IN TIM ORDER
BAND 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7
5 - NO CORRECTIONS APPLIED
H - HISTOGi M METHOD
C - INTERNAL	 LKLY (NO HISTOGRAMS)
D - NON-ST-'.,NDARD CORRECTIONS APPLIED
ZERO FILL (NOT USED)
,INTERNAL CALIBRATION LAMP MODE (ASCII)
S - SEQUENCE MODE














Toble 3.5.2-7. CCT-AT Scene Quality Data Record
	 21. October 1951
(Sheet 4 of l0)
410-412	 L1	 INTERNAL CALIBRATION LAMPS USED (ASCII)
L2 L3	 FOR CONSTANT LAMP LEVEL MODE ONLY, BLANK FILLFOR SEQUENCER MODE
VALUE IS ZERO IF LAMP IS NOT USED AND "1"
IF LAMP IS USED. THREE VALUES, ONE FOR
EACH LAMP
413-430 	 ZERO FILL (NOT USED)
431
	 USE OF NOMINAL CALIBRATION LAMP VALUESFx-1	 ASCII
N - NOT USED
C - USED FOR COMPARISON ONLY
R - USED TO REPLACE INTERNAL CALIBRATION
VALUES OUTSIDE WINDOW, BUT NOT USED IN
RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION
A - USED TO REPLACE INTERNAL CALIBRATION VALUES




433-436	 L^1	 CALIBRATION WINDOW SIZE (INTEGER *4)
T"dE NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE NOMINAL VALUES TO




ZERO FILL (NOT USED)
461-464	 N	 NUMBER OF SCANS IN A CALIBRATION SEGMENT
(^---^J	 INTEGER *4
465-468	 I	 N !	 NUMBER OF SUBSEGMENTS IN A CALIBRATION SEGMENT
INTEGER *4
FOR ZACH BAND THE FOLLOWING TWO 'VALUES WILL BE
GIVEN. THE ORDER I3 BAND 1,2,3.4,5, 6, 7
469-496	 A	 RELATIVE_ CALIBRATION ACCURACY (REAL *4)
LJ	 MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DETECTOR MEANS
FOR THE IMAGE
497-524	 I	 D l	 RELATIVE GAIN DIFFERENCE (REAL *4)
LARGEST RATIO OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS
FOR EACH DETECTOR IN THE IMAGE
3-55
GES 10490
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ORIGINAL PAG
	 i.I




701-5500 FOR EACH DETECTOR (IN THE ^RDER Dl, D2,---
D100) THE FOLLOWING 20 VALUES WILL 1SE GIVEN.
THE UNUSED SPACES FOR	 THE THERMAL BAND WILL
CONTAIN ZERO.	 (THERE ARE 48 BYTES/DETECTOR)
r m MJLTIPLICATIVE RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION CONSTANT
iJ REAL *4
A^ ADDITIVE RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION CONSTANT
1---- REAL *4
C1 FIRST NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUE ( INTEGER *2)
S1 NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTIONS ( INTEGER *2)
FOR FIRST NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUE
8 SECOND THROUGH EIGHT NOMINAL CALI3dA-,-'!N
VALUES AND NUMBER OS SUBSTITUTION:
S8-1FF CALIBRATED MEAN RADIANCE ( REAL *4)
SD	 1 CALIBRATED RADIANCE STANDARD DEVIATION (REAL *4)
5501-5900 i Z ZERO FILL
E.3	 CONTROL POINTS FIRST HISTORICAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE REFERENCE
SCENE AND THE CP EXTRACTION ARE GIVEN (BYTES 5901-
6000).	 THIS IS FOLLOWED BY INFORMATION FROM
THE CUP.RENT INTERVAL AND THIS SCENE IN
PARTICULAR.	 (BYTES 6021-6588)
5901-5914 31 OVERALL BAND QUALITIES OF REFERENCE SCENE
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(Sheet 6 of 10)
ORIGINAL PAGE iS
DATA	 DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
ZERO FILL (NOT USED)
AVERAGE* INITIAL AUTO CCRRELATION PEAR VALUE
REAL *4
FOR CPs FROM THE REFERENCE SCENE
L__J
	
AVERAGE* INITIAL PEAK CURVATURE (REAL *4)
FOR CPs FROM THE REFERENCE SCENE
ID	 REFERENCE SCENE ID (ASCII)
20 BYTES
1 E	 NINETY PERCENT ERROR E LLIPSE (REAL *4)
4 VALUES IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER (UNITS ARE
METERS): ALONG-TRACK, FOR THE INTERVAL
ACROSS-RACK, FOR THE INTERVAL
ALONG-TRACK, FOR THE REFERENCE SCENE
ACROSS-TRACK, FOR THE REFERENCE SCENE
ZERO FILL (NOT USED)
r S	 AVERAGE* PREVIOUS REGISTRATION SUCCESS (REAL *4)
L„-----,J 	 PERCENT PREVIOUS SUCCESSFUL REGISTRATIONS OF
CONTROL POINTS
Z I	 ZF:O FILL (NOT USED)
=N NUMBER OF SCENES (INTEGER *4)
l_._	 J IN CONTROL POINT (CP) EXTRACT INTERVAL
N SEQUENCE NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
^.—•J uF THE REFERENCE SCENE IN CP EXTRACTION INTERVAL
r N^ NUMBER OF GEODETIC POINTS
	
(INTEGER *4)
USED IN CP GENERATION PROCESS, FOR THE INTERVAL
r N NUMBER OF GEODETIC POINTS (INTEGER *4)
L,_J WHICH WERE IN THE REFERENCE SCENE
* AVERAGE OF CPs USED IN CALCULATIONS FOR PRESENT SCENE
3-57
CES 10490
CCT-AT Scene Quality Data Record	
Revision 0
Table 9,5.2-7.
	 21 October 1981





6021-6024 	 NUMBER OF SCENES IN INTERVAL (INTEGER *4)
6025-6028	
L^1J	
SEQUENCE NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
OF THIS SCENE IN INTERVAL
6029-6032	
^_._..J	
TOTAL NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)
	
. ^	 USED IN PERFORMING GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS, FOR
THE INTERVAL
6033-6036	 NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)
	
^---	
WHICH WERE FROM THIS SCENE
6037-6040	 '	 z	 ZERO FILL (NOT USED)
6041-6044	 N	 NUMBER OF CPs (INTF^ R *4)




6045-6048	 L " J	 NUMBER OF GEODETIC CPs (INTEGER *4)





TOTAL NUMBER OF CP CORRELATIONS ATTEMPTED
INTEGER *4 — FOR THE INTERVAL
6053-6056	
1__J 	
NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)
REJECTED DURING CORRELATION PROCESS
6057-6060 
	 NUMBER OF CORRELATED CPs (INTEGER *4)
IN THE INTERVAL REJECTED DURING MODELING
PROCESS
6061-6064	 L— P 1	 TOTAL NUMBER OF CP CORRELATIONS ATTEMPTED
	
--J	 INTEGER *4 — FOR THIS SCENE
6065-6068	
U	
TOTAL NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)
	
l.._J
	 IN THIS SCENE REJECTED DURING CORRELATION
PROCESS
6059-6072 
	 NUMBER OF CORRELATED CPs (INTEGER *4)
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(Sheet 8 of 10)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
6073-6076
	
NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)
REJECTED FOR CLOUD COVER
6077-6080
	 NUMBER OF CPs ( INTEGER *4)
IN THIS SCENE REJECTED FOR SNOW COVER
6081-6084
	 N I	 NUMBER OF USED CPs (INTEGER *4)
U	 FROM THIS SCENE CONTAIN >50% CLOUD COVER
6085-6100
	 ZERO FILL (NOT USED)
6101-6580	 CP1	 FOR EACH USED CP IN THIS SCENE THE FOLLOWING
CP2
	
INFORMATION WILL BE GIVEN (24 BYTES FOR EACH
CP, UP TO 20 CPs):
CP19	 CONTROL POINT ID - 15 ASCII CHARACTERS
ZERO FILL
	 - 1 BITE
CP20	 CONTROL POINT LOCATION (REAL *4) - 2 VALUES,
LINE AND PIXEL IN FULLY PROCESSED SCENE
6581-6584 AVERAGE* CP CORRELATION PEAK VALUE
	 (REAL *4)
FOR THIS SCENE
6585-6588 AVERAGE * CP CORRELATION PEAK CURVATURE (REAL *4)
L_—J=^ FOR THIS SCENE




OVERALL GEOMETRIC Q'	 CITY CODE ( ASCII)
6603-6618 RMS GEOMETRIC MODELING ERRORS (REAL *4)
t—J HOW WELL THE GEOMETRIC MODEL MATCHED THE CP
DATA.	 4 VALUES APE GIVEN (UNITS ARE METERS):
ALONG TRACK, FOR THE INTERVAL
ACROSS TRACK, FOR THE INTERVAL
ALONG	 TRACK, FOR THE SCENE
ACROSS TRACK, FOR THE SCENE
6619-6630
	 O I	 EPHEMERIS OFFSETS (REAL *4)
THREE VALUES X,Y,Z) (UNITS ARE KM)
3-59
GEOMETRIC MODELING RESULTS (REAL *4)
(_'J	 FILTER BIASES FOR THE SCENE. THERE WILL BE UP
TO 20 VALUES, ONE VALUE FOR EACH PARAMETER
ESTIMATED IN THE FILTER CONTUTATIONS
STATE VECTOR AT SCENE CENTER CREAL *4)
UP TO 20 COMPONENTS
STATE ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX AT SCENE CENTER
REAL *4 — A SQUARE MATRIX WITH AS MANY ROWS
AND COLUMNS AS STATE VECTOR COMPONENTS
DYNAMIC NOISE MATRIX AT SCENE CENTER (REAL *4)
A SQUARE MATRIX WITH AS MANY ROWS AND CC'.UMNS
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ESTIMATED DISTORTIONS (REAL *4)









ALL VALUES ARE REAL *4
FOR THE BENCHMARK MATRIX AND THE HIGH FREQUENCY
MATRIX TWO SETS ARE VALUES ARE GIVEN, ONE FOR
FOREWARD SCANS AND ONE FOR REVERSE SCANS. THE
VALUES ARF AS FOLLOWS:
.MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
SUCCESSIVE POINTS, IN THE MATRIX, BOTH ACROSS
AND DOWN
.MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN





Table 3.5.2-7, CCT-AT Scene Quality Data P.ecord 21 October 1981
(Sheet 10 of 10)
ORIGINAL PA(IE iS
BYTE DATA DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
10531-10544 ^R^ MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES IN THE HIGH
FREQUENCY MATRIX FOR BOTH FOREWARD AND
REVERSE SCANS
10545-10552 NORMALIZED CgANGE FRnM NOMINAL OF THE MIDSCAN
L POSITION FOR BOTH THE FOREWARD AND REVERSE
SCANS (UNITS ARE MILLISECONDS)
10553-10572
CX^
FOR THE SCAN GAP SIZE, THE SCAN GAP SKEW, AND
THE HORIZONTAL STRIP (SEGMENT) INPUT PIXEL
DISTANCE THE FOLLOWING FIVE VALUES ARE GIVEN_
MAXIMU24 VALITE, MINIMUM VALUE, MEAN VALUE,
NUMBER EXCEEDING MAXIMUM THRESHHOLD, AND
x NUMBER EXCEEDING MINIMUM THREHHOLD
10573-12420 L__! ZERO FILL
3-61
0 RECORD SIZE (INTEGER *4)RECORD SIZE, IN BYTES, ALWAYS - 7209-12





Table 3.5.2-8. CCT-AT Geometric Modelling Data Record 21 October 1981
(Sheet 1 of 6)
ORIGMIL F' jc^'- rg
OF PG"'j ! ! i+l
DESCRIPTION
RECORD NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
RECORD TYPE
S1 - IST SUBTYPE ALWAYS 14':g
(GEOMETRIC MODELLING DAI'!^)
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 0445
(ANCILLARY)
S2 - 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS- 2228
(DATA BY SCENE BASIS)











NOMINAL NUMBER OF PIXELS PER INPUT LINE
(INTEGER *4)
NUMBER OF INPUT LINES IN THE PARTIALLY PROCESSED
IMAGE (INTEGER *4)
NOMINAL SCALE OF INPUT INTER-PIXEL DISTANCE
IN METERS PER PIXEL (REAL *4)
NOMINAL SCALE OF INPUT INTER-LINE DISTANCE IN
METERS PER PIXEL (REAL *4)
NUMBER OF PIXELS PER OUTPUT LINE OF FULLY
PROCESSED IMAGE (INTEGER *4)
NUMBER OF LINES PER OUTPUT IMAG,i OF FULLY
PROCESSED IMAGE (INTEGER *4)
SCALE OF FULLY PROCESSED OUTPUT INTER-PIXEL
DISTANCE IN METERS PER PIXEL (REAL *4)
SCALE OF FULLY PROCESSED OUTPUT INTER-LINE
DISTANCE IN METERS PER PIXEL (REAL *4)
NOMINAI SPACECRAFT ALTITUDE IN METERS (REAL *4)
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TM MIRROR MODEL COEFFICIENTS FOR F`OREWARD





101-104 ^— A TM MAXIMUM MIRROR ANGLE IN RADIANS (REAL *4)
105-108 SCAN SKEW CONSTANT (AS A RESULT OF FINITE
J —J SCAN TIME1 (REAL *4`
109-112 Tt NOMINAL TIME BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE TM MIRROR
SWEEPS IN SECONDS (REAL *4)
113-116 Ta NOMINAL TIME FOR THE ACTIVE PORTION OF AN TM
MIRROR SWEEP IN SECONDS (REAL *4)
117-120 Ra SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF EARTH ELLIPSOID IN METERS
(INTERNATIONAL SPHEROID) (REAL *4)
121-124 - SEMI-MINOR AXIS OF EARTH ELLIPSOID IN METERS
(IN T ERNATIONAL SPHEROID) (REAL *4)
125-128 Ec EARTH CURVATURE CONSTANT (DEPENDENT ON SPACE-
CRAFTS NOMINAL ALTITUDE AND EARTH RADIUS)
(REAL *4)
129-268 I	 Z ZERO FILL
B.	 SCENE DEPENDENT DATA
269-272 P WRS PATH (INTEGER *4)
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FIRST SCAN SPACECRAFT TIME (ASCII)
YY - YEAR (00-99)
DDD - DAY OF YEAR ( 001-366)
HH - HOUR ( 00-59)
MM - MINUTE ( 00-59)
SS - SECONDS (00-59)
TTT - MILLISECOND (000-999)
FF - SIXTEENTH OF MILLISECOND (00-15)
LAjT SCAN SPACECRAFT TIME (ASCII)
074TH SCAN RELATIVE TO FIRST)
FORMAT SAME AS ABOVE
PCD START SPACECRAFT TD r'. (ASCII)





SCENE CENTER SPACECRAFT TIME RELATIVE TO
PCD TELEMETRY START (REAL *8)
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337-340	 374	 NUMBER OF SANS FOR WHICH GCD DATA IS
COMPUTED ( INTEGER *4)
ALWAYS - 374
341-344	 ^RE _j	 EARTH RADIUS AT WRS SCENE CENTER IN METERS
(REAL *4)
345-348	 RS	 SPACECRAFT ORBIT RADIUS AT WFS SCENE CENTER
IN METERS (REAL *4)
349-352	 LAT	 WRS CENTER LATITUDE IN RADIANS (REAL *4)
353-356	 LANG	 WRS CENTER LONGITUDE IN RADIANS (REAL *4)
357-360	 R	 EARTH ROTATION PARAMETER ( IMAGE SKEW) INRADIANS (REAL*4)
361-524 	 ZERO FILL
C.1 MAP PROJECTION DEPENDENT DATA (SOM)





WRS SCENE CENTER R COORDINATE ON THE SOM
PROJECTION IN METERS REAL *4)
533-536	 U	 WRS SCENE CENTER Y COORDINATE ON THE SOMPROJECTION IN METERS REAL *4)
537-540	 ^R	 DISPLAY ROTATION ANGLE IN RADIANS (REAL *4)
541-544	 H	 HORIZONTAL DISt'LAY SHIFT IN PIXELS (INTEGER *4)
545-548	 LAT	 OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE CENTER LATITUDE
IN RADIANS REAL *4
549-552	 LONG	 OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE CENTER LONGITUDE
IN RADIANS REAL *4
	
X	 OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE CENTER IN EARTH-CEFTERED
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DATA DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
SPACECRAFT HEADING ANGLE AT OUTPUT PRODUCT
1_^J SCENE CENTER IN RADIANS (REAL *4)
SCAN LINE NUMBER OF OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE
CENTER	 IN PARTIALLY PROCESSED IMAGE (INTEGER *4)
PIXEL NUMBER 07, )UTPUT PRODUCT SCENE CENTER
L_+J IN PARTIALLY PROCESSED IMAGE (INTEGER *4)
VS NORMALIZED SPACECRAFT VELOCITY ERROR
FROM NOMINAL AT THE OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE CENTER
IN METERS PER SECOND (REAL *4)
W .
	581-584	 VE	 EARTH ROTATION VELOCITY AT OUTPUT R-PRODUCT





C.2 MAP PROJECTION DEPENDENT DATA (VTM OR PS)
	
605-608	 M A	 MAP PROJECTION IDENTIFICATION (ASCII)
MAP - UTM
	
P 1i	 - PS$
	609-612	 U	
WRS SCENE CENTER X COORDINATE
ON THE SOM PROJECTION IN METERS
(REAL *4)
	
613-616	 WRS SCENE CENTER Y COORDINATE




x	 DISPLAY ROTATION ANGLE IN RADIANS (REAL *4)
	





LAT	 OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE CENTER LATITUDE
IN RADIANS REAL *4
	
629-632	 LONG	 OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE CENTER LONGITUDE
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OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE CEN'?BR IN EARTH-CEN1iRED.
EARTH-FIXED COORDINATE IN METERS REAL 	 -
633-644	 (3 VALUES)
645-648	 I H	 I	 SPACECRAFT HEADING ANGLE AT OUTPUT PRODUCT
SCENE CENTER IN RADIANS (REAL *4)
649-652	 L	 SCAN LINE NUMBER OF OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE
	
L—__--J	CENTER IN PARTIALLY PROCESSED IMAGE (INTEGER *4)
651-656	 l^	
PIXEL NUMBER OF OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE CENTER IN
PARTIALLY PROCESSED IMAGE (INTEGER *4)
657-660	 VS	 NORMALIZED SPACECRAFT VELOCITY ERROR
FROM NOMINAL AT THE OUTPUT PRODUCT SCENE
CENTER IN METERS PER SECOND (REAL *4)
661-664	 VE	 EARTH ROTATION VELOCITY AT OUTPUT R-PRODUCT
SCENE CENTER IN METERS PER SECOND (REAL *4)
665-720 	 ZERO FILL
3-67










1-4	 RECORD NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
5-6	 S1 T	 SI - 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 2448
(GCD SPARSE MATRICES)
- 7-a	
S2 S 3 	 T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 044
S2 - 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS-! % 028
%DATA BY SCENE BASIS)	 8
S3 - 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 0228
(DEFAULT)
9-12	 ^^ H^	 RECORD SIZE (INTEGER *4)
J	RECORD SIZE IN BYTES ALWAYS - 4680




17-1040	 YQ ( i,j,k)
P1(i,j,k)
Y1(i,;,k
MAP PROJECTION IDENTIFICATION (ASCII)
ALWAYS - SOM
BENCMARK MATRICES (REAL *4)
P - IN PIXELS
Y - IN KM
i - 1,...,8 X COORDINATE INDEX
j - 1,2,3,4 SWEEP INDEX
k - 1,2 SCAN DIRECTION




B. GCD: BENCMARK MATRICES #2 (UTM OR PS)
	
1041-1042	 M A	 MAP PROJECTION IDENTIFICATION (ASCII)
	
1043-1044	 P )i	 MAP - U
- PSO
	P :i,j,k)	 *BENCHMARK MATRICES (REAL *4)
	
Y U j,k)	 P - IN PILLS
	1045-2068	 T - IN KH
	
P (i,j,k)	 i - 1,...,8 X OOORDINATE UWU
	Y (i,j,k)	 j - 1,2,3 , 4 SWEEP INDEXk - 1,2 SCAN DIRECTION
(L - FOREWARD, 2 - REVERSE)





21 October 1981ORIGINAL. PAGE is 	Table 3.5.2-9. CL"i-AT Sparse Matrices Record
Of POOR QUA61TY 	 (Sheet 2 of 3)
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
C. CCD: OTHER MATRICES
2069-3564	 LL(i)	 SCAN LINE LENGTH (INTEGER *4)
_	 NUMBER OF COMPLETE MIRROR FRAMES DETERMINED
FROM IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH INFORMATION (PCS
OUTPUT)
i - 1,...374 SCAN NUMBER
ORDERING: LL(1),LL(2),...,LL(374)
3565-3568	 FSR	 NOMINAL POINTING VECTOR SCAN RATE
ACROSS DISPLAY DATA REAL *4
3569-3572	 RSR	 FSR - FORWARD SCAN RATE (RAD/SEC)
RSR - REVERSE SCAN RATE (RAD/SEC)
3573-3600	 • e(m)	 NOMINAL ALONG SCAN FOCAL PLANE BAND LOCATIONS
DATA IN RADIANS REAL *4
m - 1,...7 BAND NUMBER
ORDERING: • 8(1),...,9(7)
3601-4496	 [Ee(nk , m)	 ALONG SCAN FOCAL PLANE DETECTOR LOCATIONS
DATA IN RADIANS T-REAL *4
m - 1,...,7 BAND NUMBER
n - 1,...,16 DETECTOR NUMBER
k - 1,2 SCAN DIRECTION
( 1 - FORWARD, 2 - REVERSE)
ORDERING: a A(1^1 , 1),^9(2,1 , 1),...,^9(16,7,2)
4497-4524	 CROSS SCAN DETECTOR ARRAY CENTER LOCATIONS
DATA IN RADIANS REAL *4
m - 1,...,7 BAND NUMBER
ORDERING: a Cr (1), ...*0-( 7)
4525-4556	 d6(m)	 CROSS SCAN FOCAL PLANE DETECTOR SPACING DATA
IN RADIANS REAL *4
m - 1,...,7 BAND NUMBER







OF POOR QV A^	 Table 3.5.2-9. CCT-AT 
Sparse Matrices Record 21 October 1981
(Sheet 3 of N)
BITE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
4557-4612	 Nd(m,k)	 DFP ODD DETECTOR SAMPLE SHIFT DATA'IN PI7JELS
(INTECE'R *4)
m 1,...,7 BAND HLWER
k • 1,2	 SCAN DIRECTION
(1 - FORWARD, 2 - REVERSE






^► 	 Revision C




RECORD NUMBER ( INTEGER *4)
5-6 S1 T RECORD TYPE
S	 s 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS -
1
344
87-8 S2 S 3 (MIRROR SCAN START TIMES)
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 0448
(ANCILLARY)
S	 - 2Nu SUBTYPE, ALWAYS2 2228(DATA BY SCENE BASIS)
S	 = 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS -3 0228(DEFAULT)
9-1.2 N RECORD SIZE (INTEGER *4)
ALWAYS - 3060	 BYTES
13-3004	 TANG)	 MIRROR SCAN START TIME RELATIVE TO PCD
T%LEMETRY START TIME IN SECONDS REAL *S)
i - 1, .... 374	 SCAN NUMBER










Table 3.5.2-11. CCT-AT High Frequency Along Scan Matrix
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
BYTE DATA	 DESCRIPTION OF POOR QUALITY
1-4 L	 I	 RECORD NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
5-6 S1	 T	 RECORD TYPE
7-8_ S	 - 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS -S2	 S3	 1
544gg
(HIGH FREQUENCY ALONG SCAF MATRIX)
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS • 0448
(ANCILLARY)
S2 - 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS 2228
(DATA BY SCENE BASIS)
S3 - 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 0228
(DEFAULT)
9-12	 `—N	 RECORD LENGTH , `ITEGER *4)
ALWAYS - 131i .-. `? ZES
13-13102	 THETAU J)	 HIGH FREQUFNCY ALONG SCAN MATRIX IN RADIANS
REAL *4
i - 1,...,35 SAMPLE NUMBER
j - 1,...374 SCAN NUMBER






Table 3.5.2-12. CCT-AT High Frequency Cross Scan Matrix Record
ORIGINAL PAGE '63; 
OF POOR QUALITY
BYTE DATA DESCRIPTION
1-4 ^N I RECORD NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
ALWAYS - 13
T5:.6 S1 RECORD TYPE
7-8 S2
S31
S1 - 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 644g
(HIGH FREQUENCY CROSS SCAN MATRIX)
T = RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS 0448
(ANCILLARY)
S2 - 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 2228
(DATA BY SCENE BASIS)
S3 = 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 0228
(DEFAULT)
9-12 r— N RECORD SIZE (INTEGER *4)
ALWAYS -	 BYTES
13-13102	 SIGMA(i,j)	 HIGH FP.E UENCY CROSS SCAN MATRIX IN RADIANS
(REAL *4
i - 1,...,35	 SAMPLE NUMBER





ORIGINAL PAGE 19	 Revision 0
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Table 3.5.2-13. CCT-AT Annotation Record: Field 1 21 bctober 1981




	 DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR Qi1A'
1-2	 N N	 RECORD NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
N N
5-6 S1 T RECORD TYPE
7-8 S S S1 • 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS • 02282 3 (DEFAULT)
T • RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS • 3338
(ANNOTATION)
S	 • 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS2 0228(DEFAULT)
S	 • 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS -3 0228(DEFAULT)
9-10 N	 N	 _RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)
11-12 N N





SUBFIELD	 WITHIN FIELD 1 EXAMPLE 	 EXPLANATION
a	 13-20	 09JUN83V	 DAY, MONTH AND YEAR OF SCENE
EXPOSURE
b	 21-37	 CEN33-05/W115-1816 FORMAT CENTER - LATITUDE AND
LONGITUDE AT THE CENTER OF THE
TM IMAGE FORMAT ARE INDICATED
IN DEGREES AND MINUTES
C	 38-46	 D202-IOIV	 NOMINAL CENTER PATH AND ROW
IDENTIFIER, AND ORBITAL
DIRECTION INDICATOR. THE 202
IS PATH NUMBER AND 101 IS ROW
NUMBER. "A" • ASCENDING NODE
"D" • DESCENDING NODE




i1I123456716	 SENSOR AND SPECTRAL LAND
IDENTIFICATION CODE. THE
PRESENCE OF A NUMBER INDICATES
PRESENCE OF THAT BAND; A BLANK
FIELD INDICATES ABSENCE OF THAT
LAND. IN THE EXAMPLE, ALL BANDS
ARE PRESENTED IN POSITION. ONLY
3-76	 ONE BAND IS PRESENT NORMALLY.
AgE IS	
Table 3.5.2-13. CCT-AT Annotation Record: Field 1
QR1G1OR QVALM	 (Sheet 2 of 3)
OF
CHARACTER BYTE NUMBER
SUBFIELD	 WITHIN FIELD 1 EXAMPLE	 EXPLANATION
Revision 0
21 October 1981
f	 74-87	 SUOEL30$AO150 SUN ANGLES - THE SUN ELEVATION
ANGLE AND SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE
11EASURED CLOCKWISE FROM TRUE
NORTH AT THE MIDPOINT OF TM
FRAME IS SPECIFIED TO THE
NEAREST DEGREE. USUALLY A
BLANK FOR NIGHT PASSES.
g	 88-99	 G$P-CP-0901 	PROCESSING CCDES:
88	 CHARACTER POSITION 88 DEFINES
THE TYPE OF GEOMETRIC CORREC-
TION APPLIED TO THE DATA:
"U" - UNCORRECTED
"S" - SYSTEM LEVEL CORRECTED
"G" - GEOMETRICALLY CORRECTED
BASED ON GEODETIC CONTROL
POINTS (NC, TEZT_rRAL
REGISTRATION PERFORMED)
"T" - TEMPORALLY REGISTERED
USING GEODETIC INFORMATION
"R" - TEMPORAL REGISTRATION TO
A SINGLE REFERENCE SCENE
(NO GEODETIC INFORMATION
AVAILABLE)
90	 CHARACTER POSITION 90 DEFINES
THE PROJECTION:
"P" - POLAR STEREOGRAPHIC PRO-
JECTION
"S" - SPACF OBLIQUE MERCATOR
PROJECTION
"U" - UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR PROJECTION
92	 CHARACTER POSITION 92 INDICATES
THE RESAMPLING ALGORITHM:
"C" - CUBIC CONVOLUTION
"N" - NEAREST NEIGHBOR
93	 CHARACTER POSITION 93 INDICATES
THE TYPE OF EPHEMERIS DATA USED








:able 3.5.2-13. CCT-AT Annotation Record: Field 2 	 21 October 1981
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 (Sheet 3 of 3)
OF POOR Q t 1ALITY
CHARACTER BYTE NUMBER
SUBFIELD WITHIN FIELD 1	 EXAMPLE EXPLANATION
95 CHARACTER POSITION 95 GIVES THE
PROCESSING PROCEDURE:
" "N" - NORMAL PROCESSING PROCEDURE
"A" - ABNORMAL PROCESSING PROCE-
DURE (DEFINED AS ANY PROCESSING
- PROCEDURE OTHER THAN THE NORMAL
PROCEDURE)
b 100-112	 NASAYLANDSA716 INDENTIFIES THE AGENCY AND THE
i 113-127	 E-41042-16032-1 SCENE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER--
EACH IMAGE OR FRAME WILL HAVE A
UNIQUE IDENTIFIER WHIXH WILL
CONTAIN ENCODED INFORMATION
CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF TIM OF
EXPOSURE RELATIVE TO LAUNCH.
ITS FORMAT IS E-MDDD-HHMMS-B
AND IS INTERPRETED AS FOLLOWS
113 "E" - ENCODED PROJECT IDEN-
TIFIER (FIXED)
115 "M" - MISSION
116-119 DDDD - DAY NUMBER, RELATIVE TO
LAUNCH, AT TIME OF
' OBSERVATION
HH - HOUR AT TIME OF OBSERVATION
121-122 HK - MINUTE AT TIME OF OBSERVATION
' 123-124
125
S - TENS OF SECONDS AT TIME OF
OBSERVATION
B - BAND IDENTIFICATION CODE:





Table 3.5.3-1. Variable Segment of the CCT-AT Image File Descriptor Record
(Sheet 1 of 3)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
BYTE	 TYPE	 DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
1-6	 N	 NUMBER OF IMAGE RECORDS, ALWAYS - UPTO 2864 FOR
ESQ FORMATTED TAPES AND UPTO 20048 FOR BIL
FCRMATTED TAPES

















NUMBER OF BYTES PER DATA GROUP, ALWAYS 1
JUSTIFICATION OF PIXELS WITHIN DATA GROUP, ALWAYS
= 'ROLR' INDICATING THAT PIXELS ARE RIGHT
JUSTIFIED WITH FIRST PIXEL LEFTMOST
IMAGE DATA
NUMBER OF IMAGES (BANDS) IN THIS FILE, ALWAYS
- 1 FOR BSQ FORMAT, AND ALWAYS - 7 FOR BIL
FORMAT
N11MBER OF LINES PER IMAGE 2864 MAXIMUM
NUMBER OF LEFT BORDER PIXELS PER LINE ALWAYS
- 0
NUMBER OF IMAGE PIXELS PER LINE, ALWAYS = 3088
(NOMINAL)
NUMBER OF RIGHT BORDER PIXELS PER LINE, ALWAYS
- 0























Table 3.5.3-1. Variable Segment o` the CCT-AT Image File Descriptor Record




85-88	 NUMBER OF BOTTOM BORDER LINES, ALWAYS - 0
89-92	 INTERLEAVING INDICATOR, EITHER - BSQY OR BIL%
RECORD DATA IN THIS FILE
93-94	 NUMBER Cr PHYSICAL RECORDS PER LINE, ,^,IMAYS - 1
95-96	 NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS PER MULTIS7ECTRAL
LINE, ALWAYS - 1
97-100	 ?DUMBER OF BYTES OF PREFIX DATA PER RECORD,
ALWAYS - 18
101-108	 NUMBER OF BYTES OF IMAGE DATA PER RECORD,
ALWAYS - 3088
109-112 NUMBER OF BYTES OF SUFFIX DATA PER RECORD,
ALWAYS - 64
113-116 PREFIX/SUFFIX REPEAT FLAG, ALWAYS - BLANK
PREFIX/SUFFIX DATA LOCATORS
THE FORMAT OF A 8 BYTE ASCII LOCATOR SnALL BE
AS FOLL(VS :
4 BYTES - BYTE NUMBER WITHIN PREFIX /SUFFIX
WHICH BEGINS THE FIELD TO BE LOCATED
2 BYTES - LENGTH IN BYTES OF THE FIELD TO BE
LOCATED
1 BYTE - THE LETTER P OR S CODED IN THIS BYTE
INDICATES THAT THE INFORMATION IS IN :'FIE SCAN
LINE PREFIX OR SUFFIX RESPECTIVELY
1 BYTE - TYPE OF DATA
A - ALPHANUMERIC, B - BINARY, N 	 NUMERIC
117-124 SCAN LINE NUMBER LOCATOR, ALWAYS - 001702PN
	125-•132	 IMAGE (BAND) NUMBER LOCATOR, ALWAYS - 001601PN
	
133-140	 TIME OF SCAN LINE LOCATOR, ALWAYS - ;21716SA




Table 3.5.3-1. Variable Segment of the CCT-AT Image File Descriptor Record
(Sheet 3 of 3)
BYTE	 TYPE	 DESCRIPTION
149-156	 RIGHT FILL COUNT LOCATOR ALWAYS - 19LANK
157-188	 BLANK
189-196	 SCAN LINE QUALITY CODE LOCATOR, ALWAYS - 323304SA
197-204	 CALIBRATION INFORMATION FIELD LOCATOR, ALWAYS
324124SN
205-212	 GAIN VALUES FIELD LOCATOR, ALWAYS - 325704SN
213-220	 BIAS VALUES FIELD LOCATOR ALWAYS - 326104SN
221-252	 BLANKS
PIXEL DATA DESCRIPTION
253-256	 NUMBER OF LEFT FILL BITS WITHIN 2IXEL, ALWAYS
s 0
257-260	 yUDBER OF RIGHT FILL BITS WITHIN PIXEL,
ALWAYS - 0









ORIGINAL. PAGE iS	 21 October 1981
OF PCCR QUALITY
BAND 1 LINE I
BAND 2 LINE 1
BAND 3 LINE 1
BAND 4 LINE 1
BAND 5 LINE 1 ^..
BAND 6 LINE 1
BAND 7 LINE 1
BAND 1 LINE 2
BAND 2 LINE 2
BAND 3 LINE 2
•




BAND 1 LINE 16
BAND 2 LINE 16
BAND 3 LINE 16
BAND 4 LINE 16
BAND 5 LINE 16
BAND 6 LINE 16
BAND 7 LINE 16





Table 3.5.3-2. CCT-AT Image Data Record
	 21 October 1981













	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
RECORD NUMBEic (INTEGER *4)
RECORD TYPE
S 0 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 355
1 (FOR IMAGE)	 8
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 3558
(FOR DATA)
S a 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 333
2 (DATA BY QUADRANT BASIS) 8
S = 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 0223 (DEFAULT)
	
8
RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)
RECORD SIZE IN BYTES ALWAYS - 3600
SCAN LINE_ IDENTIFICATION (SLID)
BYTE 1 and - 0
BYTE 3 (Q) - QUADRANT NUMBER RANGES FROM
1-4 (BINARY)
BYTE 4 (B) - BAND NUMBER RANGES FROM 1-7
(BINARY)
TYPE 5 AND 6 (L) - LINE NUMBER WITHIN THE
QUADRANT FOR A PARTICULAR





NOMINALLY 3088 PIXLE^; PER HALF LINE










LL	 COUNTED LINE '-ENFTH (9tirEar *4)
NUMBER OF PIXELS COUNTED ",N THE P ' rGTNAL
GEUMETRICALLY UNCOR K T ! SCAN LIKE: IT
IS DETERMINED FROM '.AE AC'TIVE TIKr. LENGfR
COUNTED BY THE DSM (PASS 1)
32U9-3212	 1.1,	 IMBEDDED LINE LFt^',.i H (INTEGER *4)
NUMBER OF FIXELS IN THE!SCAN LINE DETERMINED FROM
TPZ LINE LENGTH INFORMATION IMBEDDED IN THE








Table 3.5.3-2. CCT-AT Image Data i,--::ord
	 21 October 1981




CURRENT LINE LENGTH (INTEGER «4)..:'
NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THIS SCAN LINE AFTER
PIXEL ,ALIGNMENT (PASS)
LINE LENGTH RECEIVED FROM PCS
INTEGER ;i
SPACESCRAFT TIME CODE (ASCII)
YY - YEAR 00-99
DDD - DAY OF YEAR (001-366)
HH - HOUR (00-59)
MM - MINUTE (00-59)
SS - SECOND (00-59)
TTT - MILLISECOND (000-999)
FF - SIXTEENTH OF MILLISECOND (0-9)
3237-3244	 Q1 Q2Q3 Q4
Q4





Q  - SPACECRAFT TIME CODE QUALITY
0 - GOOD
1 - SUBSTITUTED/FLY WHEELS
Q2
 - SCAN LINE QUALITY
0 - GOOD
1 - LINE SUBSTITUTED ON INPUT
(PASS 1)
2 - LI:E SUBSTITUTED/FILLED ON OUTPUT
(PASS 2)
3 - LM SUBSTITUTED/FILLED ON INPUT
AND OUTPUT
4 - LINE SUBSTITUTED/FILLED DUE TO SAD
DETECTOR
Q3 • CAL. LAMP VALIME QUALITY
0 - GOOD
1 - SUBSTITUTED
2 - NOT USED
3 - NOT USED
3245-1248 T, "ER OF SUBSTITUTED CAL. LAMP VALUES
INTEGER *4)
NIME s OF CAL. LAMP VALUES THAT WERL





Table 3.5.3-2. CCT-AT Image Data Record 	 21 October 1981
(Sheet 3 of 3)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
3249-3252 r C	 CAL. LAMP STATE VALUE (REAL *4)
COMPUTED CAL. LAMP STATE VALUE
NORMALLY ONE OF 8 STATES, 01ANGING
EVERY 40 SCANS
3253-3256	 G —,	 CAL. LAMP GAIN VALUE (REAL *4)
	
U	 COMPUTED IN THE RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION PROCESS
USING CAL. LAMP DATA
3257-3260 
	 CAL. LAMP BIAS VALUE (REAL *4)
COMPUTED IN THE RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION
PROCESS USING CAL. LAMP W.TA
3261-3264	 G^	 APPLIIED GAIN VALUE (REAL *4)
FINAL GAIN VALUE USED TO COMPUTE THE




APPLIED BIAS VALUE (REAL *4)
FINAL BIAS VALUE USED TO COMPUTE THE







OF POOR Q-;AL!T'Y GES 10490Revision 0
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^. High frequency along scan matrix - ibis ancillary data record shall
consist of 35 samples for each of ttw 374 possible scans of the scene.
The format is specified in Table 3.5.2-11.
k. High frequency cross scan matrix - the record format for this is
specified in Table 3.5.2-12.
I. Annotation record - the annotation record shall contain the
alphanumeric inforation printed at tb ,: bottom of an image on the film
product. Figure 3.5.2-1 describes the location of the annotation in
relation to the image on film. Figure 3.5.2-2 given an example of an
annotation line. The record structure is described in Table 3.5.2-13.
3.5.3 IMAGE FILE
The image files shall contain image pixels corresponding to one scene quadrant.
{ For the BSQ format, seven image files shall exist, each file containing image
data for one band. For the BIL format, oLe image file shall contain the entire
scene quadrant. The record formats in the file remain the same in any case.
The first record in the file steal be the file descriptor record, and its
variable segment format shall be as described in Table 3.5.3-1; the fixed
segment format shall be described in Table 3.5.2-1. One image record shall
correspond to half a line of an image in one band. Up to 2992 image records
shall exist for each file in ESQ format tape. Isage records in BIL format shall
appear as described in Figure 3.5.3-1. Up to 20944 image records shall exist in
the image file for III format tape. The image record format shall be as





OF POOR QUALITY 	 GES 10490
Revision 0
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data is replicated (as a part of the partial correction process)-such that it
appears similar in format to the data in other spectral bands. The thermal bard
replication is defined in GES 10033, Landsat-D Data Format Control Book, Volume
VI, Appendix A, Partially Processed TH High Density Tape (HDT-AT).
3.5.4 TRAILER FILE
The trailer file shall contain the quality infommation on the image data for the
entire interval. The quality information consists of:
a. Quality indicator summary counts
b. Line quality maps
C. R-tape read errors for pass 1 and pass 2
d. A-tape write errors for pass 2.
The content and format of the trailer file are given in Tables 3.5.4-1 and
3.5.4-2.
3.6 CCT-PT FILE DESCRIPTIONS
The following paragraphs describe all the files in the CCT-PT logical volume.
3.6.1 CCT-PT VOLUME DIRECTORY FILE
The volume directory shall consist of two types of records: volume descriptor
records and file pointer records. The volume descriptor record shall appear at
the beginning and end of a logical volume. When the record appears at the end
of the logical volume, it will be called null volume descriptor. The format for
the volume descriptor shall be as described in Table 3.6.1-1. A file pointer





Table 1.5.4-1. CCT-AT Trailer File DtEcriptor Record (Variable Sepent)
BYTE	 TYPE	 DESCRIPTION
1-6	 i	 ll	 NIMBER OF TRAILER RECORDS.
ALWAYS • 1









ORIGINAL PAVE 15 Table
3.5.4-2.	 CCT-AT Trailer Data Record 	
Revision 0
21 October 1981(Sheet 1 of	 2)
OF POOR QUALITY
BYTE DATA DESCRIPTION
1-4  RECORD NUMBER ( INTEGER *4)
ALWAYS - 1
5-6 S1	 T RECORD TYPE
7-8 S	 S S	 - 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 022
1	 82	 3 (DEFAULT)
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 3668
(TRAILER)
S2 - 2ND SLM*-r'YF'E, ALWAYS - 1118
(DATA BY INTERVAL BASIS)
S	 - 3RD SUB1IPE, AIIAAYS - 0223	 8(DEFAULT)
9-12 ^tr RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)
RECORD SIZE IN BYTES
ALWAYS - 4500
13-16 SCAN COUNT (INTEGER *4)
TOTAL NUMBER OF SCAN IN THE INTERVAL
17-20 NQ1 QUALITY INDICATOR SUMMARY COUNTS
21-24 NQ2 INTEGER *4
THE NUMBER OF SCANS (NQ0 IN THE INTERVAL HAVING
25-28 NQ3 THE QUALITY Qi.
	 WHERE Qi ARE.
29-32 NQ4 Q1 - SCAN WITH SUBSTITUTED OR FLYWHEELED
SPACECRAFT TIME
Q2 - SCAN WITIi GOOD IMAGE DATA
Q3 - SCAN WITH IMAGE DATA ( SCAN LINES)
SUBSTITUTED ON THE INPUT ( PASS 1)
Q4 - SCAN WITH IMAGE DATA ( SCAN LINES)
SUBSTITUTED ON THE OUTPUT (PASS 2)
Q5 - SCAN WITH IMAGE DATA ( SCAN LINES)
SUBSTITUTED BOTH ON INPUT AND OUTPUT
33-2032 LQM(1) LINE QUALITY MAPS (INTEGER *2)
INDICATES THE NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE
SCANS THAT HAVE THE SAME QUALITY
Qi - Q2,Q3,Q4, and Q5 DEFINED ABOVE.
THE LINE QUALITY MAP REPO1tTS ONLY THE MOST
SEVERE ERRORS.	 HIGHER THE QUALITY INDICATOR
NUMBER MORE SEVERE IS THE ERROR SPACE IS
RESERVED FOR UP TO 1000 LINE QUALITY MAP









Table 3.5.4-2. CCT-AT Trailer Data Record 	 Revision 0

















R-TAPE READ ERRORS PASS I (INTEGER-*2)
COUNT OF CORRECTED AND UNCORRECTED SIT
ERRORS FOR THE INTERVAL ON A S SECOND
BASIS. (LAST S SECONDS IGNORED).
N1 • UNCORRECTED ERROR COUNT
N2 • CORRECTED ERROR COUNT
SPACE RESERVED FOR 1000 SECONDS OF DATA (200
SAMPLE)
UNUSED SPACE IS ZERO FILLED
R-TAPE READ ERRORS PASS 2 (INTEGER *2)
FORMAT SAME AS ABOVE
A-TAPE WRITE ERRORS (INTEGER *2)














Table 3.6.1.1. CCT-PT Voliime Descriptor Record 	 r l; itevi s ion 0
(Sheet 1 of 4)	
ft-Oct°ber 1.981
TYPE*	 DESCRIPTION	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OV POOR QUALITY
. N	 RECORD NUMBER, ALWAYS 1
N	 1ST RECORD SUBTYPE CODE, ALWAYS
3008 . VOLUME DIRECTORY
N	 RECORD TYPE CODE, ALWAYS
3008 " SUPERSTRUCTURE











3RD RECORD SUBTYPE CODE, ALWAYS 0228
N	 LENGTH OF THIS RECORD, ALWAYS 360
A	 ASCII/EBCDIC FLAG, ALWAYS AV - ASCII
BLANK
A	 SUPERSTRUCTURE FORMAT CONTROL DOCUMENT NUMBER,
ALWAYS CCB-CCT-0002
A	 REVISION NUMBER OF THE ABOVE DOCUMENT
A	 REVISION LETTER OF THIS SUPERSTRUCTURE RECORD
FORMATS. INITIALLY CODED VA, THIS CODE
UPDATES ONE LETTER CHARACTER, ALPHABETICALLY,
EACH TIME THERE IS A CHANGE TO THE FORMAT OF A
SUPERSTRUCTURE RECORD (AS OPPOSED TO A CHANGE
TO THE CONTROL DOCUMENT WHICH MAY NOT HAVE
BEEN A CHANGE IN ACTUAL RECORD FORMAT). THE
26TH REVISION IS CODED AA, THE 27TH AB, THE
28TH AC, AND SO ON.
A	 SOFTWARE RELEASE NUMBE_°.. THE SOFTWARE
REFERRED TO HERE IS TRA7 USED TO WRITE THIS
LOGICAL VOLUME. THE CODL IS ALPHANUMERIC,
LEFT-JUSTIFIED CODE ASSIGNED BY THE PRODUCING
FACILITY. IT IS UPDATED FOR EACH MODIFICATION.
A	 ID FOR PHYSICAL. VOLUME CONTAINING THIS VOLUME
DESCRIPTOR (TAPE ID). THIS IS THE SAME CODE
THAT IS WRITTEN EXTERNALLY ON THE PHYSICAL
VOLUME. WHEN A LOGICAL VOLUME SPANS PHYSICAL
VOLUMES, THE CODE IS UPDATED FOR THE
CONTINUATION PHYSICAL VOLUMES.
*A - ALPHANUMERIC, N . NUMERIC, B - BINARY




Table 3.6.1.1. CCr-PT Volume Descriptor Record
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61-76* A LOGICAL VOLUME ID - TAPE ID OF THE-FIRST
TAPE OF THE LOGICAL VOLUME.
77-92 A VOLUME SET ID, ALWAYS BLANK
93-94 N NUMBER OF PHYSICAL VOLUMES IN THE SET.
- 1 FOR 6250 BPI TAPE, - 3 FOR 1600 BPU TAPES.
95-96 N PHYSICAL VOLUME :;EQUENCE NUMBER OF THE FIRST
TAPE WITHIN THE LOGICAL VOLUME, - 1
97-98 N Ph[SICAL VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER OF THE LAST
TAPE WITHIN THE LOGICAL VOLUME - 3 FOR 1600
BPI TAPES; 1 FOR 6250 BPI
99-100** N PHYSICAL VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER OF THE CURRENT
TAPE - 1, 2 OR 3
101-104** N THIS FIELD GIVES THE FILE NUMBER WITHIN THE
LOGICAL VOLUME OF THE FIRST FILE WHICH FOLLOWS
THIS VOLUME DIRECTORY.	 THIS CAN BE LARGER
THAN ONE (THE NUMBER OF THE FIRST DATA FILE
OF A LOGICAL VOLUME) WHEN A LOGICAL VOLUME
SPANS MULTIPLE PHYSICAL VOLUMES.	 VOLUME
DIRECTORY FILES ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE FILE
SEQUENCE NUMBER COUNT.
105-108 N LOGICAL VOLUME NUMBER WITHIN VOLUME SET,
ALWAYS 1
109-112+x* N LOGICAL VOLUME NUMBER WITHIN PHYSICAL VOLUME,
ALWAYS 1
113-120* A LOGICAL VOLUME CREATION DATE.	 THE CODE IS OF
FORM YYYYMMDD
121-128* A LOGICAL VOLUME CREATION TIME.	 THE CODE IS OF
THE FORM HHMMSSXR WHERE XX IS HUNDREDTHS OF
SECONDS.
129-140* A LOGICAL VOLUME GENERATING COUNTRY, ALWAYS
U.S.A.
141-148* A LOGICAL VOLUME GENERATING AGENCY, ALWAYS
1 NASA GSFC.
149-160* A LOGICAL VOLUME GENERATING FACILITY - TIPSV1
OR TIPSV2
*UNDEFINED IN DULL VOLUME DESCRIPMA
**FIELDS TO BE UPDATED IN A REPEATED VOLUME EMIMCTORY
3-92
GES 10490
Table 3.6.1.1. CCT-PT Volume Descriptor Record 	 Revielon 021 October 1981





	 OF POOR QUALM
161-164*	 N	 NUMBER OF POINTER RECORDS IN VOLUME
DIRECTORY - 2; FOR BSQ FORMAT,
- 15 FOR BIL FORMAT
165-158* N NUMBER OF RECORDS IN VOLUME DIRECTORY
- 22 FOR BSQ FORMAT
- 16 FOR BIL FORMAT
169-260 VOLUME DESCRIPTOR SPARE SEGMENT, ALWAYS
BLANK
HDT-P TAPE IDENTIFICATION DATA
261-276 A HDT-P TAPE REEL IDENTIFICATION CONTAINS 16
BYTES OF TAPE ID IN THE FORMAT
.NTHPYYDDDXXVid1d16
"L' - ALNDSAT MISSION DESIGNATOR
N - MISSION NUMBER
4 FOR LANDSAT-D
5 FOR LANDSAT-D'
0 FOR BOTH LANDSATS D AND D'
"T" - TM SENSOR
"HP" - TAPE TYPE (HDT-PT)
YY - YEAR.	 LAST 2 DITIS (00 -99)
DDD - DAY OF YEAR ON WHICH THE ORIGINAL
HDT-PT WAS GENERATED
XR - UNIQUE TAPE ID FOR EACH HDT-PT GENERATED
ON DAY DDD ( 1 -99)
16 - BLANK
277-284 A SOURCE OF HDT-PT PRODUCTION, EITHER CONTAINS
THE CHARACTER STRING TIP- t &%V OR ADDOM
OR TIPS#299 OR LAS1616 %
285-288 A HDDR IDENTIFICATION - RECORDER ON WHICH THE
ORIGNAL HDT-PT WAS GENERATED 0-99
289-304 A SOFTWARE VERSION NUMBER OF THE SOFTWARE WHICH
CREATED THE HDT-PT
305-308 ZERO FILL
309-320 A IMAGERY IDENTIFICATION WITHIN THE LOGICAL
VOLUME
309-320 SCENE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER - EACH SCENE HAS
A UNIQUE IDENTIFIER WHICH WILL CONTAIN ENCODED
INFORMATION LONSISTING PRIMARILY OR TIME OF
*UNDEFINED IN NULL VOLUME DESCRIPTOR
3-93
CBS 10490
0Table 3.6.1.1. CCT-?T Volume Descriptor Record 	 21 October
tevieioo






ACQUISITION WNIVERSAL TIl01) RELATIVE TO
LAUNCH. ITS FORMAT IS E-NDDI0-HHMHS-#, AND
IS INTERFR£TED AS FOLLOWSI
E - ENCODED PROTECT IDENTIFIER
N - LANDSAT MISSION NUMBER
DDDD - DAY NIM ER A RELATIVE TO LAUNCH, AT
TIME OF OBSERVATION
NN - HOUR AT TIM£ OF OBSERVATION
MM - MINITTE AT TIME OF OBSERVATION
S - TENS OF SECONDS
321-324	 N	 QUADRANT NUMBER OF THE SCENE - 1, 2, 3 OR 4










described in Table 3.6.1-2. The file pointer records do not appear at the and
of the logical volume. When the logical volume consists of three physical
tapes. a copy of the volume directory file including the file pointer records
shall appear on each tape.
3.6.2 CCT-PT HEADER FILE
The header file shall contain the data belonging to the header and annotation
major frame of the HDT-PT. The file shall consist of four records:
a. File descriptor record - this record consists of a 180-byte fixed
segment is described in Table 3.5.2-1. The format for the variable
segment is described in Table 3.6.2-1.
b. Header record - this record shall contain image identification and
data characteristics. The format for this record is described in
Table 3.6.2-2.
C. Quality data record - the format for this record shall be as described
In Table 3.6.2-3.
d. Annotation - the annotation record contains both the alphanumeric
inforastion printed at the bottom of a film product and the tickmark
information that surrounds the fully processed framed image for a
specific map projection. Figure 3.5.2-1 describes the location of the
annotation and tick marks in relation to the film image. Figure
3.5.2-2 gives an example of an annota:.iza line. The first half of the
annotation record which includes record identification and annotation





PAQ	 Table 3.6.1.2. CCT-PT File Pointer Record	 RevisioA 0OF P004 QUA ^
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BYTE TYPE DESCRIPTION
1-4 N iRECORD NUMBER, ALWAYS - 2
S N 1ST RECORD SUBTYPE CODE - 3338 	 POINTER
6 N RECORD TYPE CODE, ALWAYS 	 3008
- SUPERSTRUCTURE
7 11 2ND RECORD SUBTYPE CODE - 022 8 (DEFAULT)
8 N 3RD RECORD SUBTYPE CODE - 022 8 (DEFAULT)
9-12 N LENGTH OF THIS RECORD, ALWAYS - 360
13-14 A ASCII/EBCDIC FLAG FOR THE REFERENCED FIa,
ALWAYS - AV FOR ASCII
15-16 BLANK
17-20 N LEFERENCED FILE NUMBER - 1 TO 21 FOR BSQ,
1 TO 15 FOR BIL
21-36 A REFERENCED FILE NAME.	 ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
HEADEON WHERE (N - 1 TO 7) OR
IMAGERY iN WHERE N - 1 FOR BIL FORMAT
N - 1 TO 7 FOR BSQ FORMAT
TRAILER%N WHERE (N - 1 TO 7)
37-64 A REFERENCED FILE CLASS, ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
LEADER, IMAGERY, TRAILER
6548 A REFERENCED FILE CLASS CODE
LEAD FOR LEADER, IMGY FOR IMAGERY AND
TRAL FOR TRAILER
69-96 A RF.FER&ICED FILE DATA TYPE, ALWAYS -
MIXEM INARYVANDVASCII
97-iOO A REFERENCED FILE DATA TYPE CODE, JdMAYS - WBAA
101-108 N NUMBER Oi RECORDS IN REFERENCED FILE
- 4 FOR HEADER FI11.
- 2984 FOR IMAGERY FILE (BSQ FORMAT)
- 20882 FOR IMAGERY FILE IN BIL FORMAT
- 2 FOR TRAILER FILE
109-116 11 REFERENCED FILE FIRST RECORD 1MG17H
- 540 FOR HEADER FILE
- 3600 FOR IMAGERY 7I1






	 Table 3.6.1.2. CCT-PT F_°le Pointer Record 	 Revision 0
	












N	 REFERENCED FILE MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH
- 6460 FOR HEADER FILE
- 3600 FOR IMAGERY FILE
- 7200 FOR TRAILER FILE
A	 REFERENCED FILE RECORD LENGTH TYPE
- FIXEDMNGTH FOR IMAGERY FILE
- VARIABLE%LEN FOR ALL OTHER FILES
A	 REFERENCED FILE RECORD LENGTH TYPE CODE
- FIO FQR FIXED LENGTH
- VAR% FOR VARIABLE LENGTH
N	 REFERENCED FILE PHYSICAL VOLUME NUMBER, START
OF FILE - 1, 2 OR 3 FOR :600 BPI TAPES
- 1 FOR 6250 BPI TAPES
N	 REFERENCED FILE PHYSICAL VOLUME NUMBER,
END OF FILE - SAME FORMAT AS ABOVE
N	 REFERENCED FILE PORTION, 1ST RECORD NUMBER
FOR THIS PHYSICAL VOLUME, NOMINALLY - 1
EXCEPT WHEN THE IMAGE FILE SPANS OVER THREE
1600 BPI TniES. IN THAT CASE, THE






Table 3 . 6.2-1. Variable Segment of the CCT
-PT Reader File Descriptor
Record (Sheet 1 of 2)
ORIGINAL PAS;: ' _p
BYTE TYPE DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
1-6	 r N NUMBER OF HEADER RECORDS, ALWAYS.-^'1
7-12 N. HEADER RECORD LENGTH, ALWAYS - $40
13-18 N NUMBER OF QUALITY RECORDS, ALWAYS - 1
19-24 N QUALITY RECORD LENGTH, ALWAYS - 6480
25-30 N NUMBER OF ANNOTATION RECORDS, ALWAYS - 1
31-36 N ANNOTATION RECORD LENGTH, ALWAYS - 540
37-52 A IMAGE IDENTIFICATION FIELD LOCATOR
THE FORMAT OF A LOCATOR IS AS FOLLOWS:
6 BYTES - RECORD NUMBER CONTAINING THAT
FIELD
6 BYTES - BYTE NUMBER OF THE FIELD WITHIN
THE RECORD
3 BYTES - LENGTH OF THE FIELD IN BYTES
1 BYTE • TYPE OF DATA CODE
A - ALPHANUMERIC, N - NUMERIC,
B - BINARY
THE CORRESPONoING VALUE FOR SCENE IDENTIFICATION
LOCATOR IS 000002000013012A
53-68 A WRS IDENTIFICATION LOCATOR, ALWAYS -
000002000025008A
69-84 A MISSION IDENTIFICATION FIELD LOCATOR, ALWAYS -
000002000014001A
85-100 A SENSOR IDENTIFICATION FIELD LOCATOR, ALWAYS -
000002000045008A
101-116 IMAGE CENTER DATE-TIME FIELD LOCATOR, ALWAYS •
000002000207016A
117-132 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE FIELD LOACTOR, ALWAYS -
BLANK
=	 133-148 IMAGE PROCESSING PERFORMED FIELD %.00ATOR,
ALWAYS - 000002000240005A
149-164 IMAGERY FORMAT FIELD LOCATOR, ALWAYS -
00DO02000238002Ai




21 October 1981Table 3 i, 2-1. Variable Segment pf, the CCT-PT Header. Fide Descriptor
Record (Sheet 2 of 2)
	 ^ . `
BYTE	 TYPE	 DESCRIPTION
181-196












ORIOWAL Table 3.6.2-2. CCT-PT Header Record Format 	 Revision 0OF F^ CAGE IS
Q11A1n1► 	 (Sheet 1 of 8)	
21 October 1981
310im	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
1-2	 N N	 RECORD NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
34	 N N	 ALWAYS - 2
5-6	 S1 T	 RECORD TYPE
S a 1 ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 022
7-8
	 S2 S3 	 1 (DEFAULT)	 8
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS 0228
(HEADER)
S ` 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS 0228
2 (DEFAULT)




9-10	 N N	 RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)
11-12	 N N	
RECORD SIZE IN BYTES
A13iAYS • 540
13-14	 N	 IMAGE IDENTIFICATION (ASCII)
15-16	 D D	
UNIQUE IMAGE IDENTIF	 FORM:
16NDDDDHHlMSB
17-18	 D D	 WHERE
N - L.ANDSAT MISSION NUMBER
19-20	 H H	 4 D
21-22	 M M	 5 D'
DDDD DAY NUMBER, RELATIVE TO LAUNCH, AT TIME
23-24	 S B	 OF OBSERVATION
HH - HOUR AT TIME OF OBSERVATION (00-23)
MM - MINUTES AT TIME OF OBSERVATION (00-59)
S ! TENS OF SECONDS AT TDff OF OBSERVATION (0-5)
B - BAND IDENTIFICATION CODE
(TM: 1,2,3,4,5,6, OR 7)
25-26	 M	 WRS DESIGNATOR (ASCII)
27-28	 P P
	




31-32	 R R	 WHERE
M - A (FOR ASCENDING NODE) OR
t	 D (FOR DESCENDING NODE)
PPP - NOMINAL WRS PATH NUMBER










45-46 T	 M SENSOR IDENTIFICATION (ASCII)
THE SENSOR WILL ALWAYS BE TM




53-54 N	 N ORBIT NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
55-56 N N ORBIT NUMBER OF THE SPACECRAFTNNNN - ORBIT NUMBER
D1	 D2 ACTIVE DETECTOR STATUS (ASCII)57-58 CONTAINS DETECTOR STATUS FOR THE





157-158 %	 % ACTIVE DETECTOR COUNT (ASCII)
THE NUMBER OF ACTIVE DETECTORS BASED ON THE
ACTIVE DETECTOR STATUS
XX - 00-99
159-160 N N NOMINAL NUMBER OF PIXELS PER SCAN LINE
161-162 N N INTEGER *4IN ORIGINAL GEOMETRICALLY UNCORRECTED IMAGE
NNNN - 6176 (DECIMAL)
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	 21 October 1961

















BAND START SCAN LINE IDENTIFICATION (SLID).
THE SLID FORMAT IS AS FOLLOWS:
BYTES 1 AND 2 - 0
BYTE 3 - QUADRANT NUMBER, RANGES FROM 1 TO 4
BYTE 4 - BAND NUMBER, RANGES FROM 1 TO 7
BYTES 5 AND 6 - LINE NUMBER WITHIN THE BAND
WITHIN THE QUADRANT


















BAND START SPACECRAFT TIME (ASCII)
YY - LAST TWO DIGITS OF YEAR 00-99)
DDD - DAY OF YEAR (001 -366)
EH - HOUR (TWO DIGITS: 00-23)
MM - MINUTES (TWO DIGITS: 00-59)
SS - SECONDS (TWO DIGITS: 00-59)
TTT - MILLISECONDS (000-999)
FF ! SIXTEENTHS OF MILLISECONDS (00-15)
BAND CENTER SPACECRAFT TIME (ASCII)
SAME FORMAT AS ABOVE
3-102
fable 3.6.2-2. CCT-PT Header Record Format 	 GES 10490
(Sheet 4 of 8)	 Revision 0
ORIGINAL PAGE i3	 21 October 1981
OF POOR QUALITY
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
223-224	 L L	 WRS DESIGNATOR IN FULLY PROCESSED IMAGE
225-226	 L L
	 LLLL - SCAN LINE NUMBER OF 3 CENTER
227-228	 P P
	
PPPP - PIXEL NUMBER OF WRS CENTER
229-230	 P P
231-332 U	 ZERO FILL
333 U 	 IMAGE DATA FORMAT (ASCII)
"0"- GEOMETRICALLY UNCORRECTED
"1" - GEOMETRICALLY CORRECTED
334	 Fo 	 INTERLEAVING TYPE (ASCII)
"0" - BSQ
"1" s BIL
335	 F ol	 LINE INTERLEAVING COUNT (ASCII)
"0" - NON-INTERLEAVED
"7" ! ALL SEVEN BANDS INTERLEAVED
336	 la	 GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS APPLIED (ASCII)
ALWAYS #qll u YES
337 D 	 GEOMETRIC CORRECTION DATA PRESENT (ASCII)
ALWAYS - "0" - NO
338	 RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION APPLIED (ASCII)
ALWAYS - '1" - YES




"0" - NOT APPLICABLE
"1" - CUBIC CONVOLUTION
"2" - NEAREST NEIGHBOR
3-103
CBS 1949%
Table 3.6.2-2.CT-PT Header Record format	 Revieioo 0
tR IQINAL 







341	 MAP PROJECTION ( ASCII)	 -
	
El	 UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE MERCATOR (UTM)
"1" - POLAR STEREOCRAPHIC (PS)
"2" - SPACE OBLIQUE MERCATOR (SOM)
342	 IMAGE DATA JUSTIFICATION (ASCII)
^,•,^	 ALWAYS "o ` LEFT JUSTIFICATION
343	
U	
LOCATION OF MOST SIGNI FICANT SIT (ASCII)
ALWAYS	 • LEFT MOST BIT
344
	
r 7 1	 NUMBER OF BANDS PER SCENE (ASCII)
ALWAYS - "7
345-346 1 2 BAND IDENTIFIER (ASCII)
347-348 3 4 DESCRIBED BY THIS HEADER FILE IDENTIFIES THE
BAND BY PLACING THE BAND NUMBER IN THE





	369-372	 N N	 WRS OFFSET FROM FULLY PROCESSED IMACE CENTER
N N	 INTEGERRIGHT (POSITIVE) OR LEFT (NEGATIVE) PIXEL DIS-
PLACEMENT OF THE WORLD REFERENCE SYSTEM DESIG-
NATION WITH RESPECT TO THE PICTURE CENTER PIXEL
(SCAN LINE 2983 PIXEL 3464)
	





'Table 3.6.2-2. CCT-PT Header Record Format






ZERO FILL	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TEMPORAL REGISTRATION VENE IDENTIFICATION
(ASCII)
(BLANK IF NOT REGISTERED)
N - MISSION NUMBER ( 4-D, 5-D')
DDDD - DAY NUMBER, RELATIVE TO LAUNCH, AT TIME
OF OBSERVATION
HH - HOUR AT TIME OF OBSERVATION (00-23)
MM - MINUTES AT TIME OF OBSERVATION (00-59)
S - TENS OF SECONDS AT TIME OF OBSERVATION
(0-5)
A - NODE IDENTIFICATION
"A" - ASCENDING
"D" - DESCENDING
TEMPORAL REGISTRATION WRS DESIGNATOR (ASCII)
PPP - PATH NUMBER
































A A TEMPORAL REGISTRATION POINTS (INTEGER *4)
(BLANK IF NOT REGISTERED) (SEE FIGURE
3.6.2-1.
AAAA - PROCESSED IMAGE UPPER LEFT SCAN LINE
BBBB - PROCESSED IMAGE UPPER LEFT PIXEL
CCCC - REFERENCE IMAGE UPPER LEFT SCAN LINE
















OVERLAP DATA (INTEGER *4)
QQQQ - UPPER LEFT SCAN LINE
RRRR - UPPER LEFT PIXEL
1.
Revision 0
Table 3.6.2-2. CCT-PT Header Record Format
	21 October 1981
(Sheet 7 of 6)
ORIQINAL PAGE IS
DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
EEEE - PROCESSED IMI.GE UPPER RIGHT'SCAN LINE
FFFF - PROCESSED IMAGE UPPER FIGHT PIXEL
CCGG - REFERENCE IMAGE UPPER RIGHT SCAN LINE
HHHH - REFERENCE IMAGE UPPER RIGHT PIXEL
IIII - PROCESSED IMAGE LOWER LEFT SCAN LINE
JJJJ - PROCESSED IMAGE LOWER LEFT PIXEL
RKKR - REFERENCE IMAGE LOWER LEFT SCAN LINE
LLLL - REFERENCE IMAGE LOWER LEFT PIXEL
MMMM - PROCESSED IMAGE LOWER RIGHT SCAN LINE
NNNN - PROCESSED IMAGE LOWER RIGHT PIXEL
0000 - REFERENCE IMAGE LOWER RIGHT SCAN LINE















Table 3.6.2-2. CCT-PT"Header Record Format	 21 October 1981
(Sheet 8 of 8)
DESCRIPTION
SSSS - UPPER RIGHT SCAN LINE
TM - UPPER RIGHT PIXEL
UUUU - LOWER LEFT SCAN LINE
VVVV - LOWER LEFT PIXEL
WWWW - LOWER RIGHT SCAN LINE



























Table 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record 	 21 October 1981
(Sheet ' l of 14)
BYTE	 DATA
1-2	 -	 N N









S	 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS • 055
l	 (QUALITY DATA) 8
T • RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS • 0228
(HEADER)
S	 • 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS •2 0228(DEFAULT)
S3 • 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS • 0228
(DEFAULT)
9-10	 N N	 RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)
11-12	 N N	 RECORD SIZE IN BYTES ALWAYS - 6480
13-14	 Q Q	 OVERALL BAND QUALITY CODE (ASCII)
TWO BYTES
15-16	 0	 ZERO FILL
17-18	 0 0





 - TDRSS/WHITE SANDS
T - TRANSPORTABLE GROUND STATION
20 El	 ZERO FILL







ORIGINAL PAGE tQ	 Revision 0


















6 3- 64	 N N
DESCRIPTION
PRIMARY LINE LENGTH SOURCE (ASCII)
FOR SCD GENERATION
I - IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH
D . DSM LINE LENGTH
C - COMPUTED INTERNALLY
ZERO FILL
NUMBER OF TIME CODE SUBSTITUTIONS (INTEGER *4)
DURIN. PAYLOAD CORRECTION DATA (PCD) PROCESSING
NUMBER OF TIME CODE SUBSTITUTIONS (INTEGER *4)
DURING PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS
NUMBER OF MAJOR FRAME SYNC LASSES (INTEGER *4)
DURINC PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS
NUMBER OF MINOR FRAME SYNC LOSSES (INTEGER *4)
DURING PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS
NUMBER OF MINOR FRAME SYNC ERROR (INTEGER *4)
NUMBER OF BIT SLIPS (INTEGER *4)










+Table 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record	 21 October 1981
%Sheet 3 of 14)
ORIGINAL I_—__;.
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR 4,
Sr3-94	 N N	 NUMBER OF IMBEDDED LINE LENFTH SUBSTITUTIONS
N N	 INTEGER *4
IN PCD PROCESSINq TWO VALUES. ONE FOR FORWARD





	 NUMBER OF COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH
N N	 SUBSTITUTIONS INTEGER *4
IN PCD PROCESSING, TWO VALUES, ONE FOR FORWARD
N N




109-110 x Z UNPROCESSED MIRROR SCAN CORRECTION DATA (MSCD)
REAL -'4
MAXIMUM IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH
MINIMUM IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH
MEAN IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH
IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH RMS VARIATION
MAXIMUM COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH
' MINIMUM COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH
' MEAN COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH
' CCG.'NTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH RMS VARIATION
171-171 X Z
173-174 PROCESSED MSCD (REAL *4)
FROM PCD PROCESSING	 EIGHT VALUES P'A'R 3019
FORWARD AND REVERSE SCANS:
MAXIMUM FIRST HLF SCAN TIME
MINIMUM FIRST HALF SCAN TDff
MEAN FIRST HALF SCAN TIME
FIRST HALF SCAN TIME RMS VARIATION
' MAXIMUM SECOND HALF SCAN TIME
MINIMUM SECOND HALF SCAN TIME
' MEAN SECOND HALF SCAN TIME





Fable 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record 	 Revision 0




Y37-238 N	 N NUMBER OF LINE LENGTH SUBSTITUTIONS
INTEGER *4
BASED ON PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS.
	
SIX VALUES,
THREE EACH FOR FORWARD AND REVERSE SCANS:
IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH, FORWARD SCAN
IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH, REVERSE SCAN
COUNTED ACTIVE LINE LENGTH, FORWARD SCAN
COUNTED ACTIVE L., mr LENGTH, REVERSE SCAN
CURRENT LINE LENGTH, FORWARD SCAN
259-260 N	 N CURRENT LINE LENGTH, REVERSE SCAN
261-262 R	 X LINE LENGTH DATA (REAL *4)
FROM PASS 1 INGEST IN TIPS.	 IdE MAXIMUM,
MINIMUM, MEAN	 AND RMS VARIATION FOR BOTH
FORWARD AND MVERSE SCANS WILL BE GIVEN FOR
rHE FOLLOWING THREE TYPES OF LINE LENGTH
IMBEDDED LINE LENGTH
ACTIVE COUNTED LINE LENGTH
CURRENT LINE LENGTH
355-356 X	 X
357-358 0	 0 ZERO FILL
391-392 0	 0
RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION:
393 F RI RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION METHOD (ASCII)
N - NO Cn URECTIONS .APPLIED
H - HISTOGRAM METHOD
C - INTERNAL CALIBRATION CYLY (NO HISTOGRAM)
U - NON-STANDARD CORRECTIONS APPLIED
394 El ZERO FILL
395 F m] INTERNAL CALIBRATION LAMP MODE (ASCII)
S - SEQUENCER MODE
C - CONSTANT LAMP LEVEL MODE
3-111
33ULO Av"Ow
Table 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record	
Revision 0
(Sheet 5 of 14)	
21 October 1981
ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF PooR QUALITY
DESCRIPTION
INTERNAL CALIBRATION LAMPS USED USCII)
FOR CONSTANT LAMP LEVEL MODE ONLY, BLANK
FILL FOR SEQUENCER MODE.
VALUE IS ZERO IF LAMP IS NOT USED AND "1"














U	 USE OF NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUES (ASCII)
N - NOT USED
C - USED FOR COMPARISON ONLY
R - USED TO REPLACE INTERNAL CALIBRATION






















_CALIBRATION WINDOW SIZE (INTEGER +4)
THE NEIGHBORHOOD FO THE NOMINAL VALUES TO WHICH
THE ACTUAL INTERNAL CALIBRATION VALUES ARE
COMPARED
ZEKO FILL
NUMBER OF SCANS IN A CALIBRATION SEGMENT
INTEGER +4





Table 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record	 21 October 1981




457-460	 A A	 RELATIVE CALIBRATION ACCURACY (REAL *4)
	
A A	 MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DETECTOR MEANS
FOR THE IMAGE
461-464 D	 D RELATIVE GAIN DIFFERENCE (REAL *4)
D	 D LARGEST RATIO OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
EACH DETECTOR IN THE IMAGE
465-466 0	 0 ZERO FILL
639-640 0	 0
FOR EACH DETECTOR IN THE BAND, THE FOLLOWING
20 VALUES WILL BE GIVEN.
	 THE UNUSED SPACES
FOR THE THERMAL BAND WILL CONTAIN ZERO.	 IE
(THERE ARE 48 BYTES PER DETECTOR)
641-644 M	 M MULTIPLICATIVE RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION CONSTANT
M	 M
REAL *4







 CALIBRATION '7"..,,1° ( INTEGER *2)
S1 S1	 NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTIONS FOR 1ST NOMINAL
CAL VALUE INTEGER *2
C2 C2	 2ND NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUE (INTEGER *2)
S2 S2	 NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTIONS FOR 2ND NOMINAL CAL
VALUE INTEGER *2
C3 C3	 3RD NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUE (INTEGER *2)
S3 S3	 NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTIONS FOR 3RD NOMINAL
CAL VA7 LTE INTEGER *2 i
3-113
!able 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record






4':N NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUE (INTEGER e2)
NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTIONS FOR 4TH NOMINAL
CAL VALUE INTEGER •2
STH NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUE (INTEGER +2)
NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTIONS FOR 57M NCMIINAL
CAL VALUE INTEGER *2
6TH NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUE (INTEGER *2)
NUMBER OF SUBSTITUTIONS FOR 619 NOMINAL
CAL VALUE INTEGER a2
7TH NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUE (INTEGER +2)
NUMBER OF SUBSTI'."UTIONS FOR 7TH NOMINAL
CAL VALUE INTEGER +2
8TH NOMINAL CALIBRATION VALUE (INTEGER +2)
NUMBER OF SUESTIntTIONS FOR 8TH NOMINAL
CAL VALUE INTEGER +2
CALIBRATED MEAN RADIANCE (REAL *4)
CALIBRATED RADIANCE STANDARD DEVIATION
AL
ZERO FILL
OVERALL BAND QUALITY OF REFERENCE SCENE (ASCII)
BYTES BAND
NUMBER OF SCENES (TMTECER *4)


























ORIGINAL PUALfy	 Table 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record 	 21 October 1981OF POOR Q	 (Sheet 8 of 14)
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
1765-1768
	 N N	 SEQUENCE NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
N N	 OF THE REFERENCE SCENE IN CP EXTRACTION INTERVAL
1769-1772
	 N N	 NUMBER OF GEODETIC POINTS (INTEGER *4)
N N	
USED IN CP GENERATION PROCESS, FOR THE INTERVAL
1773-1776	 N N	 NUMBER OF GEODETIC POINT (INTEGER *4)








	 p p	 AVERAGE* INITIAL AUTO CORRELATION PEAK VALUE
P P
REAL *4
FOR CPs FROM THE REFERENCE SCENE
1789-1792	 C C	 AVERAGE* INITIAL PEAK CURVATURE (REAL *4)
C	 FOR CPs FROM THE REFERENCE SCENE





NINETY PERCENT ERROR ELLIPSE (REAL *4)
4 VALUES IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER UNITS ARE
METERS)
ALONG-TRACK, FOR THE INTERVAL
ACROSS-TRACK, FOR THE INTERVAL
1827-1828	 E E	 ALONG-TRACK, FOR THE REFERENCE SCENE








Table 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record 	 Revision 0
(Sheet ' 9 of 14)	 21 October 1981
ORIGINAL PAGE IS





AVERAGE* PREVIOUS REGISTRATION SUCCESS (REAL *4)
•	 S S
	





























NUMBER OF SCENES IN INTERVAL (INTEGER *4)
SEQUENCE NUMBER OF THIS SCENE IN INTERVAL
TEGER *4
TOTAL NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)
USED IN PERFORMING GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS FOR
THE INTERVAL
NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)
WHICH WERE FROM THIS SCENE
ZERO FILL
NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)
WHICH WERE FROM SCENES PRIOR TO THIS IN THE
INTERVAL
NUMBER OF GEODETIC CPs (INTEGER *4)
USED IN GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS FOR THE INTERVAL
TOTAL LAMER OF CP CORRELATIONS ATTEMPTED
INTEGER *4
FOR THE INTERVAL






OF POOR QUALITY	 Table 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record












NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)	 ~
REJECTED DURING CORRELATION PROCESS
NUMBER OF CORRELATED CPs (INTEGER *4)




N N	 TOTAL NUMBER OF CP CORRELATIONS ATTEMPTED
N N	 INTEGER *4
	1913-1916





N N	 NUMBER OF CORRELATED CPs (INTEGER *4)
N N	 IN THIS SCENE REJECTED DURING MODELING PROCESS
	
1921-1924	 N N	 NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)







NUMBER OF CPs (INTEGER *4)
REJECTED FOR SNOW COVER
N N
	
1929-1932	 N N	 NUMBER OF USED CPs (INTEGER *4)
N N	
FROM THIS SCENE CONTAINING >50% CLOUD COVER
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	 OF PLC: (," ',fit IT'Y
FOR EACH USED CP IN THIS SCENE:, THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION WILL BE GIVEN (24 BYTES FOR EACH
CP, UP TO 20 CPO:
CONTROL POINT ID - 15 ASCII CHARACTERS
ZERO FILL	 - 1 BYTE
CONTROL POINT LOCATION (REAL •4) LINE
AND PIXEL IN FULLY PROCESSED SCENE
AVERAGE* CP CORRELATION PEAK VALUE (REAL •4)
FOR THIS SCENE









OVERALL GEOMETRIC QULAITY CODE (ASCII)
BLANK
RMS GEOMETRIC MODELING ERRORS (REAL *4)
HOW WELL THE GEOMETRIC MODEL MATCHED THE CP
DATA. 4 VALUES ARE GIVEN (UNITS ARE METERS)
ALONG TRACK, FOR THE INTERVAL
ACROSS TRACK, FOR THE INTERVAL
ALONG TRACK, FOR THE SCENE
ACROSS TRACK, FOR THE SCE
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EPHEMERIS OFFSETS (REAL *4)
THREE VALUES (X,Y,Z)
UNITS ARE KILOMETERS
ESTIMATED DISTORTIONS (REAL *4)






GEOMETRIC MODELINr, RESULTS (REAL *4)
FILTER BIASES FOR THE SCENE, THERE WILL BE UP
TO TBD VALUES, ONE VALUE FOR EACH PARAMETER
ESTIMATED IN THE FILTER COMPUTATIONS.
STATE VECTOR AT SCENE CENTER (REAL *4)
STATE ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX AT SCENE CENTER
REAL *4
A SQUARE MATRIX WITH AS MANY ROWS AND COLUMNS
AS STATE VECTOR COMPONENTS
3-119
GES 10490
Table 3.6.2-3. CCT-PT Quality Data Record	 Revision 0
(Sheet 13 of 14)	 2i October 1981
ORIGINAL PAGE I4
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION





DYNAMIC NOISE MATRIX AT SCENE CENTER
REAL *4
•	 A SQUARE MATRIX WITH AS MANY ROWS AND COLUMNS
•	 AS STATE VECTOR COMPONENTS
5875-5876	 M M ]
5877-5878	 0 0	 ZERO PILL
6251-6252	 0 0
PROCESSED CCD
ALL VALUES ARE REAL *4
6253-6254	 Z Z	 FOR THE BENCHMARK MATRIX AND THE HIGH
FREQUENCY MATRIX, TWO SETS OF VALUES ARE
• GIVEN, ONE FOR FORWARD SCANS AND ONE FOR
•	 REVERSE SCANS. THE VALUES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
•	 MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
•	 SUCCESSIVE POINTS IN THE MATRIX, BOTH
ACROSS AND DOWN
HAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
•	 SUCCESSIVE POINTS IN THE MATRIX, BOTH ACROSS
6379-6380	 Z Z	 AND DOWN
6381-6382	 Z Z	 WIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES IN THE HIGH
FREQUENCY MATRIX FOR BOTH FORWARD AND
REVERSE SCANS
6395-6396	 Z X
6397-6398	 Z Z	 NORMALIZED CHANGE FROM NOMINAL OF THE MIDSCAN
6399-6400	 Z Z	
POSITION FOR BOTH THE FORWARD AND REVERSE SCANS
(UNITS ARE MILLISECONDS)
6401-6402	 Z Z




PUALf YOF POOR Q Table 3.6.2-3. CC'-PT Quality Data Record(Sheet 14 of 14) GES 10490Revision 0
21 October 1981
DESCRIPTION
FOP. THE SCAN GAP SIZE, THE SCAN CAP SKEW, AND
THE HORIZONTAL STRIP (SEGMENT) INPUT PIXEL




NUMBER EXCEEDING MAXIMUM THRESHOLD

































1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 0228(DEFAULT)
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS - 3338
(ANNOTATION)
S	 -2 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 0228(DEFAULT)
S	 -3 3RD SUBTYPE, ALWAYS - 0228(DEFAULT)
N N
N N
RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)





07JUN83 DAY, MONTH AND YEAR SCENE EXPOSURE
C$N33-05/W115-18% FORMAT CENTER - LATITUDE AND LONG-
ITUDE AT THE CENTER OF THE T?t IMAGE
FORMAT ARE INDICATED IN DEGREES
AND MINUTES
D202-10116 NOMINAL CENTER PATH AND ROW INDEN-
TIFIER, AND ORBITAL DIRECTION
INDICATOR.
	
THE 202 IS PATH NUMBER
AND 101 IS ROW NUMBER.
"A" - ASCENDING NODE
"D" - DESCENDING NODE
NO33-03/W115-4216 NOMINAL CENTER LATITUDE AND LONG-
ITUDE
T$12345670 SENSOR AND SPECTRAL BAND IDENTI-
FICATION CODE.	 THE PRESENCE OF A
NUMBER INDICATES PRESENCE OF THAT
BAND; A BLANK FIELD INDICATES
ABSENCE OF THAT BAND.
	 IN THE
EXAMPLE, ALL BANDS ARE PRESENTED
IN POSITION.
	 ONLY ONE BAND IS
PRESENT NORMALLY
CHARACTER BYTE NUMBER.








CCT-PT Annotatio Record; Field 1 21 October 1981Table 3.6.2.4.
	 ^











OF POOR QUALITY	 Table 3.6.2.4. CCT-PT Annotation Records Field 
1 21 October 1981
(Sheet 2 of 3)
CHARACTER BYTE NUMBER
SUBFIELD	 WITHIN FIELD 1	 EXAMPLE EXPLANATION
f	 '74-87	 SUN11E1,30VA01511 SUN ANGLES - THE SUN ELEVATION
ANGLE AND SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE
MEASURED CLOCKWISE FROM TRUE
NORTH AT THE MIDPOINT OF TM
FRAME IS SPECIFIED TO THE NEAREST





CHARACTER POSITION 88 DEFINES THE88 TYPE OF GEOMETRIC CORRECTION
APPLIED TO THE DATA:
"U" - UNCORRECTED
"S" - SYSTEM LEVEL CORRECTED
"G" - GEOMETRICALLY CORRECTED
BASED ON GEODETIC CONTROL
POINTS (NO TEMPORAL REGISTRA-
TION PERFORMED)
"T" - TEMPORALLY REGISTERED USING
GEODETIC INFORMATION FROM
A SINGLE REFERENCE SCENE.
"R" - TEMPORAL REGISTRATION TO A
SINGLE REFERENCE SCENE (NO
GEODETIC INFORMATION AVAILABLE)
90 CHARACTER POSITION 90 PEFINES THE
PROJECTION:
"P" - POLAR STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION
"S" - SPACE OBLIQUE MERCATOR PRO-
JECTION
"U" - UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE MERCATOR
PROJECTION
92 CHARACTER POSITION 92 INDICATES THE
RESAMPLING ALGORITHM:
"C" - CUBIC CONVOLUTION
"N" - NEAREST NEIGHBOR
93 CHARCTER POSITION 93 INDICATES THE
TYPE OF EPHEMERIS DATA USED TO




95 CHARA-TER POSITION 95 GIVES THE
PROCESSING PROCEDURE:
"N" - NORMAL PROCESSING PROCEDURE
"A" - ABNORMAL PROCESSING PROCEDURE
(DEFINED AS ANY PROCESSING PRO-
CEDURE OTHER THAN THE NORMAL
PROCEDURE)
NOTE: CHARACTER SUB-FIELDS ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 3.5.4-4.
3-123
Table 3.6.2.4. CCT-PT Annotation Record: Field 1






	 ,WITHIN FIELD 1 EXAMPLE











EXPLANATION	 OF POOR QUALITY
IDENTIFIES THE AGENCY AND THE
PROJECT
SCENE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER--EACH
IMAGE OR FRAM WILL HAVE A UNIQUE
IDENTIFIER WHICH WILL CONTAIN
ENCODED INFORMATION CONSISTING
PRIMARILY OF TIME OF EXPOSURE
RELATIVE TO LAUNCH. ITS FORMAT
IS E-MDDDD-H1D MS-B AND IS INTER-
PRETED AS FOLLOWS:
"E" - ENCODED PROJECT IDENTIFIER
(FIXED)
"M" - MISSION NUMBER
DDDD - DAY NUMBER, RELATIVE TO
LAUNCH, AT TIME OF
OBSERVATION
HH - HOUR AT TIME OF OBSERVATION
MM - MINUTE AT TDM OF OBSERVATION
S - TENS OF SECONDS AT TIME OF
OBSERVATION









Up to eight tick narks are provided for each edgf of an image. The , tick marks
M
may ue for one of three slap projections. Latitude/longitude tick marks will be
provided for the scene centers for all three map projections. Figure 3.6.2-1
gives examples of the four types of tick narks. Table 3.6.2-5 describe rs the
formats for the four types of tick marks. Table 3.6.2-6 gives the format for
the second half of the annotation record which includes the tick mark
Information.
3.6.3 IMAGE FILE
The image files shall contain image pixels corresponding to one scene quadrant.
For the BSQ format, seven image files shall exist, each file containing image
data for one band. For the BIL format, one image file shall contain the entire
scene quadrant. The record formats in the file remain the same in any case.
The first record in the file shall be the file descriptor record, aid its
variable segment format shall be as described in Table 3.6.3-1; the fixed
wegment format shall be as described in Table 3.5.2-1. One image record shall
correspond to half a line of an image in one band. 2984 image records shall
exist for each file -n BSQ format tape. Image records in BI1 format shall
appear as described in Figure 3.5.3-1. 20888 image records shall exist in the
image file for BIL format tape. The image record format shall be as described
In Table 3.6.3-2. The PT scene image always includes some overlap at the top and
bottom with its neighboring scenes. These overlap areas are marked and the
marks are included as part of the image data. Figure 3.6.3-1 describes the
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INP 1 AA • x l 	EE - 01	 P2	 1




























I	 II - x3	 M - 5965
	
JJ 73
	 NN - 6967
KK -- 5956	 00 • x4 	 1
. P3 	LL • 01	 PP 74	 P41	 1
.J
VALITES SHOWN ARE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE ONLY.
WERE P 1 . P2 . P3 , AND P` ARE THE CORNERS OF THE OVERLAPPING REGION OF THE
REFERENCE IMAGE AND THE REGISTERED IMAGE.




ORIGINAL PAGE IS 	 Revision 0
OF POOR QUALITY	 21 October 1981
Table 3.6.2-5. CCT-PT Tick-Mark Format
(Sheet 1 of 2)
TICK MARK DATA MAY EXIST IN ONE OF FOUR DIFFERENT FORMATS. THREE 'TYPES OF MAP
PROJECTIONS MAY BE USED (UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE MERCATOR (UTM), POLAR STEREOGRAPHIC
(PS), OR SPACE OBLIQUE MERCATOR (SOM). LATITUDE MONGITUDE TICK MARKS WILL BE
PROVIDED FOR THE SCENE CENTERS IN ALL THREF MAP PROJECTIONS. ALL FORMATS ARE
NINE BYTES IN LENGTH CONTAINING TWO COMMON FIELDS:
a) A 2 BYTE LOCATION FIELD DEFINING THE PIXEL NUMBER LOCATION FOR A TICK
MARK ON THE TOP OR BOTTOM OF THE PICTURE, OR LINE NUMBER LOCATION FOR
A TICK MARK ON THE LEFT OR RIGHT OF THE PICTURE.
b) A 7 BYTE IDENTIFICATION FIELD WHICH CONTAINS THE CHARACTERS USEL TO








































UTM COORDINATE TICK MARK
LL = LOCATION OF TICK MARK (BINARY)





LL = LOCATION OF TICK MARK (BINARY)
P POSITION X OR Y
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Table 3.6.2-5. CCT-PT Tick Mark Format






	 SOM TICK MARK
34	 P N	 LL • LOCATION OF TICK MARK (BINARY)
















1-2 L L	 LATITUDE/LONGITLTDE TICK MARK
3-4 D	 LL	 LOCATION OF TICK MARK	 BINARY)
P	 POSITION; NORTH (N)P
D5-6 D	 EAST (E)
7-8 M	 SOLTTH (S)WEST (W)
_











































TICK MARK FORMAT	 TOP EDGE TICK ?(ARK #1







































UTH Tick Mark (ASCII Notation)
X	 s	 11• 0	 3	 s	 tc	 tt
3 blanks (trailing blank
lformat)
Coordinate - V ranges from - 88 to +88
U ranges from 1000 tt 5000
scale factor is 10 m
Either N for Northing (sides) or
E for Eastin g (top and bottom)
Binary Location of the Tick Mark:
Either Pixel Number for Top or Bottom Edge
or Line Number for Left or Right Side
Polar Stereographic Tick Mark (ASCII Notation)
I I I I T l± I 0 1 3 I S I x ^^
t
2 blanks (trailing blank
format)
Coordinate - same as in UTH
Quadrant Sign of Coordinate
Either I or T. both can appear on any edge
Binary Location of Tick Mark - same as in Uhl
Figure 3.6.2-2. Examples of the Your 'types of Tick !larks
3-130
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SOM Tick Mark (ASCII Notation)
Y	 1	
V	
0	 3	 S	 16	 16
3 blanks
format)
Coordinate - same as in UTM
(trailing blank
Either V for top and bottom or U for sides
Binary Location of Tick Mark - same as in UTM
Latitude/Longitude Tick Mark (ASCII Notation)
N
x	 Z	 E	 0	 3	 0	 -	 4	 S
S
W
Coordinate - Degrees and Minutes
i i -,her N for NORTH or
E for EAST or
S for SOUTH or
W for WEST
Binary Location of Tick Mark - Same as in UTM




Table 3.6.3-1. Variable Segment of the CCT-PT Image File Descriptor Record
(Sheet 1 of 3)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
BYTE	 TYPE	 DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
1-6	 N	 NUMBER OF IMAGE RECORDS, ALWAYS - 2983
FOR BSQ FORMATTED TAPES AND 20881 FOR
BIL FORMATTED TAPES




	 N	 NUMBER OF BITS PER PIXEL, ALWAYS - 8
41-44	 N	 NUMBER OF PIXELS PER DATA GROUP, ALWAYS - 1
45-48	 N	 NUMBER OF BYTES PER DATA GROUP, ALWAYS - 8
49-52 A JUSTIFICATION OF PIXELS WITHIN DATA GROUP,
ALWAYS - 'ROLR' INDICATING THAT PIXELS ARE
RIGHT JUSTIFIED WITH FIRST PIXEL LEFT MOST
IMAGE DATA
53-56	 N	 NUMBER OF IMAGES (BANDS) IN THIS FILE, ALWAYS - 1
FOR BSQ FORMAT, AND ALWAYS - 7 FOR BIL FORMAT
57-64	 N	 NUMBER OF LINES PER IMAGE, ALWAYS - 2983
65-68	 N	 NUMBER OF LEFT BORDER PIXELS PER LINE ALWAYS - 0
.,9-76	 N	 NUMBER OF IMAGE PIXELS PER LINE, ALWAYS - 3484
77-80
	 NIRMER OF RIGHT BORDER PIXELS PER LINE,
ALWAYS - 0
81-84	 NUMBER OF TOP BORDER LINES, ALWAYS - 0
85-88	 NUMBER OF BOTTOM BORDER LINES ALWAYS - 0




Table 3.6.3-1. Variable Segment of the CCT-PT Image File Descriptor Record
(Sheet 2 of 3)
ORIGINAL PAGE Ig
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
RECORD DATA IN THIS FILE
93-94	 NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS PER LINE,
ALWAYS - 1
95-96	 NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS PER MULTISPECTRAL
LINE, ALWAYS - 1
97-100
	 NUMBER OF BYTES OF PREFIX DATA PER RECORD,
ALWAYS - 26
101-108	 NUMBER OF BYTES OF IMAGE DATA PER RECORD,
ALWAYS - 3484
109-112	 NUMBER OF BYTES OF SUFFIX DATA PER RECORD,
ALWAYS - 0
113-116	 PREFIX/SUFFIX REPEAT FLAG, ALWAYS - BLANK
PREFIX/SUFFIX DATA LOCATORS
THE FORMAT OF A 8 BYTE LOCATOR SHALL BE AS
FOLU)WS:
4 BYTES - BYTE NUMBER WITHIN PREFIX/SUFFIX WHICH
BEGINS THE FIELD TO BE LOCATED.
2 BYTES - LENGTH IN BYTES OF THE FIELD TO BE
LOCATED
1 BYTE - THE LETTER P OR S CODED III THIS BYTE
INDICATES THAT THE INFORMATION IS IN THE SCAN
LINE PREFIX OR SUFFIX RESPECTIVELY
117-124	 SCAN LINE NUMBER LOCATOR, ALWAYS - 001306PN
125-132	 IMAGE (BAND) NUMBER LOCATOR, ALWAYS - 001601PN
133-140	 TIME OF SCAN LINE LOCATOR, ALWAYS - BLANKS






Table 3.6.3-1. Variable Segment of the CCT-PT Image rile Descriptor Record




149-156	 RIGHT FILE COUNT LOCATOR, ALWAYS • 002502PN
157-188	 BLANK








GAIN VALUES FIRLD LOCATOR, ALWAYS - BLANKS
213-220
	





253-256	 NUMBER OF LEFT FILL PITS WITHIN PIXEL,
ALWAYS - 1
257-260	 NUMBER OF RIGHT FILL B17S WITHIN PIXEL,
ALWAYS - 0






Table 3.6.3-2. CCT-PT Image Record Format
(Sheet 1 of 2)
BYTE	 DATA	 DESCRIPTION
1-2	 ti N	 RECORD NUMBER (INTEGER *4)
3-4	 N N	 RANGES FROM 2 TO 2984
S1	 T	 RECORD TYPE5-6 5	 - 1ST SUBTYPE ALWAYS - 35587-8	 S2	 S 3	 1 (FOR IMAGE)
T - RECORD TYPE ALWAYS - 3558
(FOR DATA)
S	 - 2ND SUBTYPE ALWAYS - 0222 (DEFAULT) 8




9-10	 N N	 RECORD LENGTH (INTEGER *4)




	 SLID OR SCAN LINE IDENTIFICATION FORMAT
Q B	 BYTES l AND 2- 0
BYTE 3 (Q) - QUADRANT NUMBER RANGES FROM
L L
	
1 TO 4 (BINARY
BYTE 4 (B) - BAND NUMBER RANGES FROM 1 TO 7
(SINARY )
BYTE 5 AND 6 (L) - LINE NUMBER WITHIN THE BAND
WITHIN THE QUAbz,ANT. RANGES
FROM 1 TO 2983 (BINARY)
19-22	 S	 QUALITY CODE (ASCII)
BYTE 1 (S) - LINE STATUS
"E" IF LINE CONSTRUCTED ENTIRELY FROM EXTENSION




LEFT FILL COUNT (INTEGER *2)
TELLS THE NUMBER OF' FILLER PIXELS ON THE LEFT
SIDE OF THE IMAGE LINE. THE FILL PIXELS ARE





Table 3.6.3-2. CCT-PT Image Record Format




DESCRIPTION	 ORIGINAL PAGE E3
OF POOR QUALITY
25-26	 >y N	 RIGHT FILL COUNT (INTEGER a'2)
TELLS THE NUMBER OF FILLER PIXELS ON THE
RIGHT SIDE OF THE IMACE LINE
27-3510	 IMAGE PIXELS (BINARY)







.—.-._._...-am _ —I  _.L,_. - , - ..... ....... _ _	 .	
-
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITYTYPICAL OVERIAE
MARK OFFSET AS
SPECIFIED IN BAND












THIS CORNER	 32 PIXELS
PIXEL'S LOCATION
IS SPECIFIID
IN THE BAND HEAD
DATA
1 PIXEL
AS WWWW a XXXX 
IN BYTES 619-626	 IMAGE OVERLAP MARKS
FACILITATE ALIGNMENT
OF CONSECiTfIVE IMAGES
IN A PATH. DETAIL
32	 HERE IS TO EXPLAIN THE
PIXELS PRESENCE OF BLACK PIXELS
INTERSPERSED WITH WHITE
FILL PIXELS
4 ^— 1 PIXEL







Table 3.6.3-3. Pixel Assignment•
WHERE PIXELS: ARE SET TO: IlTDICATING:
.P1
	P
LEFT FILL WHITE PIXELS
Pe	Pb 000)a LEFT IMAGE BLACK OVERLAP MARK
Pb+l Pc-1 377)8 LEFT FILL WHITE PIXELS
PC	Pd 000)6 - 377a EARTH IMAGERY
Pd+I Pe-I 377a RIGHT FILL WHITE PIXELS
Pe	Pf MO) 
a
RIGHT IMAGE BLACK OVERLAP MARK
Tf+1 P6967 377a RIGHT FI',L WHITE PIXELS
OR1GI :A: 7,_.(;E
 IGOF Poo, ,!









TM trailer files shall conk in all the data belonging to the =taller major
franc: of the HDT-PT. Seven trailer files shill exist correspondSng to the
seven bands of the scene. Each file shall contain two rec , rds: _ile descriptor
record and trailer record. The variable segment of the file descriptor record
shall be as described in Table 3.6.4-1. The fixed segment format shall be as














NUMBER OF TRAILER RECORDS. ALWAYS .` 1
7-12	
















5-6 S1 RECORD TYPE
S S 3 S	 - 1ST SUBTYPE, ALWAYS -1
022 87-8 Z (DEFAULT)
T - RECORD TYPE, ALWAYS 3668
(TRAILER)
S	 - 2ND SUBTYPE, ALWAYS -
Z
0228(DEFAULT)
















This section describes the superstructure concepts recommended by teh GSOYG CCT
format CCB document.
The superstructure is composed of two basic components, a volume directory which
globally describes the configuration of the taps or tape set and file
descriptors which describe in more detail the configuration of the files. The
files are logically grouped on a tape or set of tapes and this group is referred
to as a logical volume. The individual tapes are the physical volumes. The
volume directory introduces the logical volume and the file descriptor
introduces the file (see Figure 4.1-1).
There are three types of records which comprise the superstructure: the volume
descriptor, file pointer and file descriptor records. The general structure of
these records can be seen in Figure 4.1-2. The first 12 bytes are standard and
appear on each type of record. They contain a record number, a record type code
(which also inlcudes sub-types) and a record length. The remainder of each
record is dependent on record type. The volume descriptor and file pointer
records each contain a field which is held free for utilisation by the user.
	
4.2 SUPERSTRUCTURE 	RECORDS	 I
In the volume directory file there is only one volume descriptor record and It































































Figure 4.1-1. Example of Converttng a Particular
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a. The standard data, such as record number, type, length
b. File-specific information, such as number of pointer	 records	 in	 the
f ile
C. Logical-volume-specific information.
This third group of data is the most extensive andn contains all the information
which applies to the logical volume as a whole, such as data source
identification, physical volume identification, and physical relationship of the
logical volume to other logical volumes in the tape or tape set. This record
gives the user enough information to be able to locate the data in gross terms
vichin the data tape set. The volume directory file also contains, for each of
t.-i remaining data files of the logical volume, a pointer record which points to
the file and gives general information about the data in the file. The standard
introductory data in the pointer record are followed by the identifying and
descriptive information on the referenced file and its format. This includes
file number, name, number of records, record lengths, and indication of the
content of the file in terms of the type and format of the data. The file
pointer records will allow a user to skip files and read only selected ones for
performing rudimentary data processing.
The file descriptor record is the first record of each file of the logical
volume (except the volume directory file) and it describes with more detail the
data in the records of the file. The record contains the standard introductory










(such as file number, name and file format) which will vary from file to file.
It also has a segment which contains further identification and description of
the file format and content; however, the data eloaents and layout of this
segment depend on the class (type) of data within the file. This segment is
called the variable data segment. For each file -class there is defined a
specific variable data segment. The file descriptor record gives a user enough
Information to access or display the data without requiring further
specifications.
Each of the superstructure records contains a record sequence number, the record
length and type code. The record sequence number is located in bytes 1 through
4 of each record and its value starts at 1 and increases sequentially in the
subsequent records of the file. Bytes 9 through 12 of each record contain the
record length. For the superstructure records, record lengths are: 360 bytes
for the volume descriptor record; 360 bytes for the file pointer record; and the
same length as the other records in the file for the file descriptor record if
the records are of constant length within the file, or 360 bytes if the record
lengths within the file are variable. The record type codes, which appear in
bytes S through 8, are used to identify the type of information contained in the
record.
4.3 BASIC CCT TAPE LAYOUT
The simplest and most common form of CCT is the case where one physical volume
(tape) contains one logical volume of data. A logical volume is a set of data
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presumably to the tape user). In terms of superstructure concepts, a logical
volume is a set of data which is introduced by a volume directory file and
concluded with a null volume descriptor record (or the volume directory file of
succeeding logical volume). It may contain one or more data files, each
introduced by a file descritor record.
The data files contain the actual information for which the CCT is recorded,
while the superstructure records direct the user to this data. The layout of a
CCT of one physical volume containing one logical volume of N data files is
given in Figure 4.3-1. It starts with the volume directory file, which is the
introduction to the logical volume and contains the volume descriptor and file
pointer records. This is followed by the data files. The files are separated
by send-of -file (EOF) indicators, and the records within a file are separated by
inter-record gaps ( IRGs). After the last data file, a null volume directory
marks the end of the logical volume. It is a file consisting of a null volume
descriptor record only.
If this particular tape ( physical volume) is associated with other tapes so that
together they form a set (referred to as a volume set), and if it is not the
last volume of the set, the null volume descriptor record is not present and two
EOFs indicate that there is no more data recorded on this tape. The two EOFs
are referred to as an end-of-volume (EOV) indicator. If this particular tape is
the last of a volume set or if it is a single-volume set (i.e., tape is not
associated with other tapes as a set), the null volume descriptor record is





















































`	 FOR nu M
IDENTI ►lts LOCICAI VOL"
AND CI VES LAUNDER l`T ►I us
POINTS TO IST DAW TILL.
TILLS ITS FOR`IAT /ND NOW
TO PRLPARL TO RLAI IT
POINTS TO WTH DATA FILL.
TELLS ITS FORMAT AND saw
TO PREPARE TO READ IT
M S NOW To READ TMIS











(Systems which are unable to detect three consecutive EOFs wi,11 have to
determine which logical volume is the last of a set by searching for the null
volume descriptor record).
4.4 TAPE LAYOUT CONTINGENCIES
Although recording one logical volume per physical volume is the simplest of
tape formats, there are many situations which can make this inefficient or even
impossible. A discussion of some of these situations will depict the tape
layout conventions which apply.
4.4.1 MULTI-VOLUME RECORDING
Multi-volume recording refers to recording a set of data which requires more
than one physical volume. It generally implies that the volumes are recorded
consecutively at a given time and site. The data can be recorded in the one
logical volume per physical volume, as described, but when the length of the
logical volume is - enknown at recording start time, or if the logical volume is
simply too long for one physical volume, the logical volume can be split between
tapes. The logical volume may be divided between files, or when necessary
between records within a file, although this second method is not recommended.
The method of splitting a logical volume on file boundaries is illustrated in
the transition between physical volumes 1 and 2 of Figure 4.4.1-1 The last file
of Tape 1 is followed by two EOFs (an EOV). The firs file of Tape 2 is the
Volume Directory File. This is the same file which appeared in Tape 1, with the
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Volume Number). One of the fislds to be updated is that indicating the number
of the first data file of the present physical volume. 	 When splitting the
logical volume between the Nth and (N+1)th files, as in the illustraLlon, this
field would contain N+1 in %he repeated volume directory.	 It is this field
which indicates that this particular physical volume begins within a logical
volume.
An example of splitting a logical volume within a file is illustrated between
Physical Volumes 2 and 3 of Figure 4.4.1-1 The last record of Tape 2 '.s followed
by two EOFs (an EOV). Tape 3 begins with the Vol— Directory File - the same
file which appears at the start of the logical volume on Tape 2, except that,
once again, the proper data fields are updated.
This includes a field in the file pointer record referring to the .file being
split and indicating the record number of the first record of that file on this
tape.	 It is this field which indicates that this tape begins within a films.
After an EOF the second portion of the split file is recorded without repeating











ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, SYMBOLS AND TERMS
ASCII	 American Standard for Computer Information Interchange
Band
	 A collection of pixels representing a spectral
portion of a scene
BIL	 Band-Interleaved-by-Line
Bit	 The smallest element of binary, computer-intelligibke
data
bpi Bits per inch - indicate the density of a tape
BSQ Band sequential
Byte A unit of data consisting of eight bits
CCT Ccmputer Compatible Tape
CCT-AT A CCT containing a scene quadrant from the HDT-AT
CCT-PT A CCT containing a scene quadrant from the HDT-AT
CP Control point
Detector A component of a sensor that is able to sense
the energy level in a select spectral band
EDC EROS Data Center
EDIPS EDC Digital Image Pro%:essing Systen
EROS Earth Resources Observation System
GSlC Goddard Space !light Center
HDT high Density Digital Tape
Interval Sat of contiguous scan 1IL-4 imagery comprised










Landsat	 Land Satellite (formerly ERTS)
Line	 A cross track notion of an active detector (a full
scene width)




MSB	 Most Significant Bit
Null volume	 A subset of the volume directory file which
directory	 is included at the end of a logical volume
Pixel	 One image detector sample
PS	 Polar Stereographic
Right	 Techuique of positioning data so that the 1..1st
Justified	 significant bit app'ars in the rightmco ,' rx;&ition
S/C	 Spacecraft
Scan	 A cross track motion of an active detector (a
full scene width)
Scene	 A segment of Landsat image data which corresponds
to a 185 : 170 ka area or the ground.
Sensor	 An imaging instrument (a sensor may consist of one
or sore detectors)
SLID	 Scan Line Identification
SON	 Space Oblique Mercator
Superstructure
	











P• _	 The dimension of the ground seen as transverse to
•r.
spacecraft velocity, within the sensor field of view




Positional marks placed on Imagery to enable
a location grid coordinate system to be constructed
TIPS	 TM Image Processing System
TH	 Thematic Mapper
UTM	 Universal Transverse Mercator
Volume directory	 A superstructure file containing information about
a logical volume
WRS	 World Reference Systea
a
i
}
i
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